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Foreword 11

IT APPAREYr that the current decade will see an increasing
number of new and major issues develop in American pub-

lic education. One such development has, within the span of
only a few years, attained a level of noteworthy significance:
the activity of teacher organitations in attempting to formalize
the procedures through which a school system staff carries on
communications with its board of education. The issues arising
from this activity are of major importance to our system of
public education. They have, in a few individual communities,
reached a critical level in the form of strikes or sanctions. In
numerous cities elsewhere, efforts to develop mutually acceptable
procedures for negotiation purposes continue to receive much
attention.

This bulletin focuses attention upon certain practices, prob-
lems, and potential trends in board-staff relationships. The
analysis is in terms of the formal procedures and does not dis-
cuss the highly important day-by-day informal relationships
which exist in any organization.

A primary source of material used in the preparation of the
bulletin consisted of interviews and materials obtained through
the cooperation of seven school districts throughout the Nation.
The Office of Education expresses its appreciation to the many
individuals in those seven districts who contributed to the mate-
rial presented in this bulletin.

Duo R. BARER
Assistant Commissioner
Divison of Elementary
and Secondary Education

FRED F. BEACH

Director, Administration o f
State and Local School Systems
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

T N A REVIEW of national 'highlights in American education khis pastI year, the New York Times noted:

A resurgence of militancy among the nation's public school teachers
marked the year of 1963. There was mounting evidence that teachers are
no longer content to rule only the classroom to which they are assigned.
They want a hand in the assignment and a voice in the policy that controls
their professional lives. They are not asking to nth the schools. but they
want their views heard and heeded.'

The evidence of this new militancy continued to mount during the
spring of 1964. Numerous school districts
Cleveland, and Bremerton, Wash.) conducted elections among teach-
ers to determine the exclusive representative for negotiation purposes
with the board of education. Along with these elections occurred
strikes, boycotts, or walkouts in several cities, including East St.
Louis, Ill., and Jersey City, N.J., and, niost important, in one entire
StateUtah. These two activitiesstrikes and electionswhile re-
stricted to a very small proportion of the Nation's school systems, are
among the most readily visible features of one a the most significant
issues which will be facing American education in the years ahead.
This issue is frequently characterized by the brief term "board-staff-
superintendent" relationships. It involves the determination of the
most appropriate procedures through which communication between
teachers and their boards of education may best be maintained.

Teachers are proposing, through their various organizations, a more
highly formalized system of communication than has 'existed in the

I past. They fire advocating legislation which would establish their
right to carry on formal negotiating procedures. School board mem-
hers, through their organizations, are opposing mandatory negotia-

i tion or bargaining, and legislation which would establish such com-
New l'ofk Tinaut Jan. 16, 1964. p. 88.
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the following statements :
pulsory practices. These two opposing positions are illustrated in

State federations and each local of the American Federation of Teachers
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should work for the adoption of State statutes requiring boards to bargain
with the recognized agents in the school district'

The National Education Association calls upon its members and upon
boards of education to seek State legislation and local board action which
clearly and firmly establishes these rights [professional negotiation] for

4 the teaching profession'

The National School Boards Association believes that . . . it would he
an abdication of their decision-making responsibility for school boards to
enter into compromise agreements based on negotiation or collective bar-
gaining, or to resort to mediation or arbitration, or to yield to threats of
reprisal; pad thaV concern for the public welfare requires that school
boards resist by all lawful means the enactment of laws which would com-
pel them to surrender any part of this responsibility.'

During the past 2 years, numerous articles have been published in
professional journals, daily newspapers, and popular periodicals an-
alyzing certain .issues which relate to the positions taken by the teacher
organizations and the school boards. New terms have evolved for the
educator's vocabularystrikes, sanctions, mediation, professional ne-
gotiation, collective bargaining, appeal, and arbitration.

The growing importance of the teacher organization as a vigorous,
articulate, and forceful element in the improvement of working con-
ditions for teachers is well recognized. Today's teachers are inter-
ested and increasingly active, through their organizations, in such
matters as civil rights, academic freedom, manpower needs, and inter-
national affairs. Quite recently they have become vitally concerned
about their rights and responsibilities in participating in the develop-
ment of the policies and regulations which determine the conditions
under which they wok.

Several significant events have occurred during the past several
years which highlight the current activity of local, State, and na-
tional teacher organizations. Two of these achieved particular prom-
inence: the threatened strike by the teachers of New York City during
the summer of 1963, and the 2-day walkout by the teachers of the
State of Utah in the spring of 1964.

Robert G. Porter. "Collective Bargaining for Teachers." TA* Autsioss Tesoaer.
Chicago. : American Federation of Teachers. February 1961.

From Resolution No. 18 adopted by the National Education Association Annual Con-
vention, Denver, Colo., July 1962, and reaffirmed at Detroit In July 1968 and In Seattle
In 1961.

From resolution adopted bp National School Boards Association, Philadelphia, Pa..
May 1961, and reaffirmed in substance at the convention to Denver, Colo., May 191118,
and In Houston, Ten., April 1961.
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A background to this growing activity by the teachers of this
Nation can be cited : The history of teaching as a low-salaried occu-
pation, marked by entrance and retention standards sufficiently low
to permit a good share of the total group to enter and exit the pro-
fession at sporadic intervals; insufficient internal contra to restrict
the unqualified from filling positions in either real or pseudoemer-
gencies; and a relatively poor image as a career, particularly for males,
in the eyes of the American public.

A more positive factor in teacher participation has been the change
in the makeup of the public school teacher in the 1960's. Salaries
and fringe benefits have improved. Education has received
sufficient attention by the American public to elevate at least the
degree of importance of teaching and plikbably its attractiveness as
a career. Certainly the proportion of dales is increasing so that
they are now in the majority in the secondary schools. The public
school teacher has also become better educated and more cognizant
of the part that public education plays in shaping affairs far beyond
the confines o his local school districtat Stec, nat'onal, and inter-
national levels. Perhaps it is this combination tf greater sophistica-
tion plus the awareness of his importance and ability which has con-
tributed most strongly to the increasing vitality of teacher groups
at all levels. This, however, would be contributory only if the teachers,
as a group, had been denied an appropriate voice in the determination
of the policies establishing the conditions under which they work.
This position has been stated as follows:

It seems incredible, but there are groups in American education and among
the lay public who seem to feel that it is the Inevitable, natural state
of the rank and file of teachers in the lower schools to be ordered about
as though they were indentured servants. The philosophical prthltpie
on which teachers will reject paternalistic decisions, however benevolent,
is one as old as the nation itselfthe principle of consent of the governed.
Added to this is a principle, perhaps not as old but as valid, that participa-
tion in the decision- making promotes a sense of responsibility and enhances
the powers of the participants. These are basic principles of freedom
and democracy, not of some strange cult of radicalism.

I think this, in essence, should be our "philosophy, our program, and our
passion" in the difficult days ahead. It should form our basic credo, as
vie pursue the complex task of working with people in official positions
who sincerely want to be our friends, most of whom, I have faith, want
economic justice for teachers as fervently as do we.*

One additional possible cause is the action of the teachers, through
their organizations, to attain a degree of professionalism considerably

'T. M. Stinnett. "A Philosophy, A Program, and a Passion," address before the Fifth
National School for Teacher Salary Scheduling. Washington, D.C.: National Education
Association, September 1962.
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beyond that typically associated with the public school teacher in the
United States.

There are, however, certain features of teaching which make the
professionalism of its membership of continuing difficulty, even though
thS traditional image may no longer be valid. Perhaps most impor-
tant, teachers may have failed to make clear whether they regard
themselves as stied p fessionals or independent professionals, such
as the doctor or 1 wyer.

This effort of teachers to me professional is related to a rela-
tively recen d in educatio trend toward larger school sys-
tems, which entail greater centra ion, of decision-making, greater
distance between the teacher and the chief executive and, like so much
of our present society, bureaucratization. The result ,has been the
development of a role conflict in which the teacher as an individual with
professional ideologies is operating in a situation where he is con-
fronted increasingly with bureaucratic ideologies. This is a theme
which appears rather frequently in the various journals of sociology
but has made little impact upon the journals in education.

Two current changes in public school teaching make the problem of
professional- employee role conflicts and other status anxieties especially
relevant here. On the one hand, school systems are growing larger which
increases problems of internal coordination and, in turn, creates greater need
for standardisation of work, centralisation of decisions, and other regula-
tions over work ; these developments tend to reinforce the traditional image
of the teacher as an employee.

On the other hspd, teachers are professionalising and developing profes-
sional self-conceptions which include competence and license to control their
work

These dual perspectives divide teachers from administrators and among
themselves.'

This role conflict faced by the professional in a bureaucracyand
the school as an institution is regarded as a bureaucracyhas also been
outlined as:

Our social life ts to an increasing extent dominated by buresucptic insti-
tutions. While bureaucracy was formerly reserved u an epithet for gov-
ernmental bureaus, today, schools, churches, universities, hospitals, industry.
recreation, in fact almost all institutions except the family are organised in
the bureaucratic pattern . . .

By definition, professionals and bureaucracies are incompatible. In prin-
ciple, professional codes and bureaucratic organisational codes are mutually
exclusive. They cannot coexist. Nevertheless, professionals perform a va-
riety of roles in bureaucratic organisations. The incompatibility in prin-
ciple, in practice results in a number of strains or dysfunctions. . . .

Ronald 0. Corwin. 1116 Doeolopotoot of an fsairwasent for ll00004oiso Stag Cionfilets
in the Publlo School. Cooperative Research Project No. 1U4. Columbus, Ohio: The
Ohio State University, 19611
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These considerations suggest that life in a bureaucracy is likely to put

great strains on the professional self-conception. The indoctrination of the
professional during his training seems inconsistent with the roles he is likely
in the future to play in large organisations. While managerial ideology
has taken account of bureaucratization, professional ideology has not. Onthe other band, there seems to be no real place in managerial ideology for
the ideal-type of professional. Consequently, there Is likely to be an un-
easy tension between managerial authorities and professional specialists.
The professional is driven or tempted to abandon his professional identity ;
but whether he does so or not, be threatens to usurp some of the power of
those who invited him into the house in the first place.
. . . In view of the incompatibility in principle and the tensions which arise
in practice when professionals are introduced into bureaucracies, what indi-
cations are there of the ways in which these tensions are likely to be resolved
or reduced?' Two major lines of development are indicated : (1) In some
cases the!** have been massive changes in the structure of organizations; and.
(2) many professionals are developing roles and role conceptions which areat least not incompatible with the demands of bureaucratic organisations.'

One of the organizational changes which Solomon notes is, in the
case of scientists, the opportunity for them to establish an acceptable
compromise with their professional ideology through their profes-
sional organization, permitting an exercise of freedom in communica-
tion with their professional peers rather than upward through the
"users" of their technical skills.

The July 1964 Report of the National Academy of Science's Com-
mittee on Utilization of Scientific and Engineering Manpower in-
cluded, among its several papers, one which was particularly appro-
priate to this topic. This paper noted that

This phenomenon of isolation of technical groupsisolation from corpo-
rate management, isolation from other functions of the enterprise in the
planning process, isolation from technical opportunities in the diversifica-
tion process, and isolation from other technical groups through decentralisa-
tionmay be the most important single factor adversely affecting the utiliza-
tion of scientific and engineering manpower in industry. The conflict
frequently cited as prevailing between the corporation and the technical
man is generated by the corporation ; it is not due to his advanced or
specialised training, for be is first a human being al; is any other employee ;
but he Is forced to identify himself with something external to the corpora-
tion, and this function is provided by the technical communitythrough, for
example, the professional societies, his network of acquaintances within
the technical fraternity, or a university. An extreme example is provided by
the sporadic appearance of the engineers' union.

'David N. Solomon. "Professional Persons in Bureaucratic Organisations," Sympo-sium on Preventive sat Rectal Poi/chit:try. Walter Reed Army Institute of Research.
Washington : U.S. Government Printing Gen, 1963. p. 253-260.

' Lawton M. Hartman. "Industrial Practice Affecting she Utilisation of Scientific andEngineering Manpower," Toward Bettor Vtalostiois of liodestglo soul Engineering Tolest,
A Program Joe AotWo. Washington, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 1960. p. 141.

_
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If the theory of role conflict has the same implications for the teach-
ers as it does for the scientists, and Solomon and Qorwin as sociologists
both seem to indicate that it does, then it may offer additional indica-
tion to origins of the concerns currently being expressed by the teachers
acting through their professional organjzations. It would have strong
implications for (1) the limits which the teachers may define asitheir
goals of technical autonomy as well as (2) the extent to which any
breach between the teacher, as a professional, and his superordinates,
as administrators, is widened.

These causes, then, for the increasing concern of the teachers to ob-
tain a greater voice in the determination of public educational policy as
it affects their conditions of work would be several. The depressed
economic reward level, paternalism, the bureaucratization of the school
organization, recognition of the intellectual and technical resources of
the teachers in resolving educational problems, the striving to make
education a professionthese have all contributed.

To implement this concern, teachers are requesting, through their
organizations, a more formalized-procedure for conducting discussions
with their boards of education. Much of the attention given to the
issue has centered around the need, as teachers see it, to formalize the
procedure, perhaps through legislation, and the opportunity for an
appeal in the event of an impasse between the board of education and
the teacher organization.

These provisions would confrotit most boards of education and
superintendents of schools with a framework of operation dramatically
different from the past. Procedures for judicial review of local de-
cisions at the State level have existed for some time. Certainly, many
school boards have voluntarily encouraged teacher participation in
the development of staff personnel policies, but this practice has not
been compulsory except in those relatively few situations where a con-
tractual agreement between the board and the teacher organization
existed. In addition, the provision for an appeal from a board-teacher
organization impasse to a neutral party presents perhaps an even
greater potential modification of both the role of the negotiators as
well as the climate in which such negotiations take place.

Within the teaching profession, much of the attention given to
the collective negotiation issue has tended to center around the stated
positions of the National Education Association and the American
Federation of Teachers, and has concentrated upon the appropriateness
of the strike for teachers as well as the distinction between professional
negotiation and collective bargaining.

As a result, national, State, and local teacher organizations are
adopting,gwie7ing, and revising guidelines for conducting board-
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teacher discussions on matters of mutual concern. These organizations
are asking that formal chamulls for the negotiation of various working
conditions be developed and maintainedconditions of work which
include salaries but are not limited to them.

For the school boards, the request by the teacher organizations to
formalize negotiation procedures has meant another new item to be
added to an ever-growing agendum. It has also added to the fre-
quently stated school board concern for safeguarding the policymaking
function mandated by State law to local schoolboards.

For the general public, an increasing amount of information is being
presented. Newspaper and journal writings which cover only the
larger issue teacher- school board-superintendent relationshipsare
numerous. These external publications frequently concentrate upon
the central problem of the potential change in the power structure
within American public education if either or both of the national
teacher organizations succeed in their drive for achieving a larger voice
in the determination of their conditions of work. In individual com-
munities, where crisis situations have developed, such as a strike or
sanctions, the problem has been particularly acute.

Purpose of Bulletin

The purpose of this bulletin is to describe the current status of
proposals for formalizing negotiation proceduresbetween teachers and
their boards of, education, indicating some potential trends. The
entire issue of collective negotiation by teachers remains of relatively
recent origin in terms of interest on a national scale, and the directions
which such formalized negotiation procedures will take must await a
passage of time. Recent legislatures in a number of States have con-
sidered bills for the establishment of collective barpining for teachers,
for example. The interested State educational organizations in at
least one State have cooperatively agreed upon some suggested guide-
lines and then differed upon the need for legislation to mandate them.
Teachers and their boards of education in local school districts
throughout the Nation are considering the advisability of a policy
statement on the matter.

Because of the significance which the formalization of board of edu-
cation-teacher organization relationships might have for education in
the decades ahead, this bulletin examines a few of the major practices,
issues, problems, and possible trends.

No consideration is given in this publication to the effect of existing
legislation and judicial decisions on such matters as strikes, sanctions,
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collective bargaining, and compulsory mediation or arbitration. That
the major issue is not basically one of legality has been stated thus:

From coast to coast, the ground rules for determining professional salary
schedules are being overhauled. There has not been a change In the legal
power structure. Boards of education still have the right and the duty to
make decisions on salaries and working conditions. But there has been a
change in the posture of teachers organizations. They no longer come as
petitioners asking to be heard. They now assert that they are partners in
a vital enterprise and that their views should not only be heard, but heeded'

Procedure .

Background material for the analysis was obtained through two
major sources: An examination of many of the recent writings on the
controversy and 2-day visits in 1963 to seven selected school districts
throughout the Nation which seemed to be a rather representative
sample of the general situation in regard to board of education-teacher
organization-superintendent relationships at the present time. Chap-
ter II presents a brief description of the negotiation procedures in
each of these seven districts, which include, with their approximate
enrollments : Butte, Mont., a school system of 8,000 enrollment;
Denver, Colo., 97,000 enrollment ; Elmira, N.Y., 13,000 enrollment;
Norwalk, Conn., 15,000 enrollment; Racine, Wit., 23,000 enrollment;
Utica, N.Y., 16,000 enrollment; and Webster Groves, Mo., 8,000
enrollment.

Three of these districtsButte, Denver, and Norwalkhad a formal
contract or statement defining the relationship between the teacher
organization and the board of education. One district, Norwalk, was
fiscally dependent. Four districtsDenver, Elmira, Norwalk, and
Webster Groveshad negotiation groups which represented only the
classroom teachers; the other three were all-inclusive organizations
representing the entire instructional staff. Six had active affiliates of
the National Education Association ; threeButte, Denver, and
Uticahad affiliates of the American Federation of Teachers. Three
obtained national prominence in recent years because4 certain actions
of the majority teacher organization: Denver, with the first major
professional negotiation statement in 1963; Norwalk, because of the
teachers' strike in 1946 and the subsequent judicial determinations re-
sulting from that strike; and Butte, because of the court decision in
1959 on the union security clause in the master agreement between the
board and the teachers' organization.

Harry A. Becker. "Overcoming Obstacles to Professional Salary Negotiations."
Speech presented at the convention of the American Amodation of School Administrators.
Atlandc ciao NJ., February 1951. p. 1.
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Within each of these seven districts, individual interviews were con-
ducted with the superintendent, the board president and/or chairman
of the personnel commfttee, the teacher organization president and/or
chairman of the salary or negotiation committee, and one elementary
principal active in the principals' organization. Occasionally, inter-
views were conducted with a high school principal, a subject area
supervisor, a representative of the clerical employees' group, and a
representative of the custodial group.

In addition to the national developments and the practices in the
seven school districts, attention is also given to a number of develop-
ments of recent date at the local level which have gained national
attention.

The etamination made of these various sources concentrated on four
major questions:

1. What is the role of the superintendent?

The participation by the superintendent, vis-a-vis the board of
education, has been described in terms of three modes of
interaction 10 These include act ional determination of a decision
without referral to the board, informing the board through situa-
tional data but offering no commitment, and, lastly, recommend-
ing a resolution to the problem. Since it is basic to either
professional negotiation or collective bargaining that direct chan-
nels be maintained with the board of education by the teacher
organization, the superintendent would, be precluded from making
an actual determination since it woulS inevitably be subject to
appeal to the board. This would appear to leave the superintend-
ent either as a resource person available to both parties, as a con-
sultant or representative available to only one, or as a
nonparticipant.

2. What action might follow an impasse between the teacher organiza-
tion and the board of education?

This question, of course, assumes that some provision for
appeal from a unilateral decision of the board exists. It also
assumes that the mere provision for an appeal does not guar-
antee a decision agreeable to both parties. Thus, the action fol-
lowing an impasse could conceivably take three formamediation,
arbitration, or withdrawal of services by the teachers. Mediation
may be nothing more than a factffnding effort by a neutral party.

"Thomas R. Bowman. 'Participation of Superintendents to School Board Decision-
Making," Administrator's Notebook. Chicago, ft.: The University of Chicago. January
1963. p. 1.
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Arbitration would appear to deny the final responsibility of the
board of education, but ultimate appeal to the public (elections)
may be considered as a form of arbitration from a lengthy impasse.
The denial of services could imply a mass withholding of-contract
signatures, as occurred in Utah ; an imposition of professional
sanctions, as in California, Utah, and Iowa; or a strike as in'
Gary, Ind., or New York City.,

3. What is the composition of the negotiating unit?

It would appear that, if legislation shoilld be enacted in the
various States to establish negotiation procedures for public
school teachers, a highly formalized process would result. Cur-
rently, negotiations tend to be carried on by the organization
president and/or various committee chairmen, meeting in session
with the board of education. Assuming that such legislation
would result in the need for a relatively high degree of bargaining
and legal sophistication by both parties, the use of salaried staff
members by dither group, or the inclusion of temporary consultants
from the State organization offices of either party, for example,
would seem imminent. The addition of an appeal procedure
would doubtlessly increase the probability that consultants out-
side of the two interested parties would be involved in the negotia-
tions. In addition, any tendency to establish certain patterns of
settlement on a larger geographical basis, say by State or metro-
politan area, would also alter the makeup of the negotiators.

Of immediate concern, however, is the composition of the
primary negotiation units. The unit which negotiates for the
teachers follows one of two basic patterns: It may be all-inclusive,
with principals, supervisors, and other individuals holding re-
sponsibilities for teacher evaluation all in the same unit, and a
single committee representing all staff members on the salary
schedule; or it may be restrictive and exclude all principals and
otIler staff members who are quasi-administrators or who hold
responsibilities for evaluation of the classroom teachers. The
suggestion is occasionally made that further division might be
made; e.g., elementary, secondary, English, and mathematics
teachers. This, however, does not seem to be a trend at the present

On the ther side, the negotiator(s) may be the superintendent
and/or the of education (or more likely its representative).

4. What topics are to be considered negotiable?

This is the one over-riding question, for, it is this question
which is inexorably linked to the often-stated charge that nego-
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tiations, sanctions, bargainings, and strikes are all a threat to
the basis of the growth of our educational systemlocal control
of the schools. Even the critical issue of an appeal from board-
teacher impasses cannot be separated from the definition of the
limits which might be placed upon the area of items of negoti-
ation. If the limit is mainly that of economic welfare--salaries
and fringe benefitsthen little change will be made in current
procedures for the cooperative development of these welfare
policies. As important as these items are to teachers, the local
school board is severely restricted in its flexibility or freedom of
movement. The local financial situation, the restriction of State
legislation, and the need to retain a competitive position with
neighboring districts'are all very significant factors in determining
the salary level. In addition, there is considerably more tradition
and acceptance by school boards and teachers that wide involve-
ment of the teachers in setting economic benefit,programs should
take place.

If, however, the negotiable items are to include all "conditions
of work" in the broadest sense, then some truly significant changes
may be forthcoming in the establishment of the determinants of
the philosophy and policies maintained in each school-community
of the country.

These four questions are used as bases of discussion of some of the
existing practices to emphasize certain selected but critical issues and
to suggest a few possible trends.

183-144 0-64--2



CHAPTER II

Representative Types of Negotiation

THE SEVEN school districts visited in connection with the prepara-
tion of this bulletin present a variety of patterns of conducting

formal discussions between the board of education and the teacher
organization(s) in each community. This, of course, is typical of
the national situation, with its some 30,000 local boards of education
and their associated teaching staffsno clearly established procedure
is common to all of these units.

The following chart lists various characteristics of the major teacher
organizations in each of the 'seven districts visited.

Written
&rope of nate-District Meier !earlier oresninstion NtfOe lig/011 low reprruntailow male

Butte Butte Teachers' Union Negotiations All-inclu- Yes
committee sive

Denver Denver Classroom do Classroom Yes
Teachers Association teachers

Elmira Elmira Education As- Professional _ _ __do__ __
sociation advance-

ment
committee

Norwalk Norwalk Teachers As- Professional
sociation committee

Racine ______ Racine Education As- Conference All-inclu- No
sociation committee sive

Utica _ Utica Teachers Aasocia- Professional No
tion advance-

Rent
committee

Webster Association of Clasaroom Salary corn- Classroom No
Groves. Teachers mittee teachers

Cn board of education-towber organizatico relationships.

12
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The following descriptions of the districts are, in each instance,
quite brief. Basically, the concentration is in terms of certain pro-
cedural elements of the negotiations ptTicess which were relatively
simple to identify. There is no attention directed to such abstract
factors as morale, unity,. professionalism, and ethics, although these
very important considerations are based as much or more upon the
day-by-day practices as upon the formal procedures.

Denver, Colo.

The present professional negotiation statement' under which work-
ing conditions for classroom teachers in Denver are negotiated was
adopted on 'December 19, 1962. Prior to this time, three separate
organizations(existed (and still exist) through which classroom
teachers could make presentations to the board of education. One is
the Denver Federation of Teachers, with membership excluded to
administrators and supervisors. The second is the Employees' Coun-
cil originally formed in 1947. The latter organization includes all
employees of the Denver schools and resembles a confederation of
the various occupational divisionsteachers, administrators, custo-
dians, cafeteria workers, and others. It was agreed at the time of
formation that voting would be on the basis of total membership
stithin,llitigstem, thus giving the classroom teacher the heaviest
voting weight. Although each division within the council had a
subcommittee on salaries, a single committee made the salary presents-
tivn to the board of education for the entire salary structure of the
sAtool system.

The third organization is the Denver Classroom Teachers Asso-
ciation, formed in 1923, with a membership of teachers only. Several
years ago, this group indictited some dissatisfaction with this unified,
systemwide approach to salaries. This dissatisfaction was accom-
panied by a more active participation of the Denver Classroom
Teachers Association (DCTA) in teachr welfare programs, and a
significant step was the employment of a full-time executive secre-
tary for the association. During the spring of 1962, the president
and executive secretary met frequently with the superintendent and
the president of the board of education on the preparation of the
statement on board-teacher organization relationships. At other
times, a committee of teachers met with the board and administra-
tivaff. Various differences of viewpoints were eventually recon-
ciled and-the present policy was adopted. Following this, the state-

1 Included In the amend:.
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ment was submitted to the membership of the DCTA for a vote upon
its acceptability. Since the opportunity of voting was restricted to
members of the DCTA, the major teacher organization, there was a
considerable amount of criticism from nonmembers, including those
in the Employees' Council and the Denver Federation of Teachers.

There were, of course, conflicting viewpoints as to what rules and
regulations should go into the Denver negotiation statement. Two
major ones were the provision of a "third party" in the event of
an impasse arid the use.of executive sessions for meetings between
the board of education and the teachers' association. The final state-
ment provided for executive sessions; it did not provide for an appeal
from an impasse beyond the Denver Board of Education.

Several key features of the negotiation statement should be em-
phasized. First, the negotiation statement is a policy of the board of
education rather than a formal contract with a specific teacher organi-
zation, hs in the case in Butte, Norwalk, and New York City. It
merely refers to certain relationships of the board of education with
the classtoom teacher organization which has a membership of the
majority of the contract teachers. It is an outline of procedural rules .

thro. ugh which negotiations will be conducted. There are no laws in
Colorado relating to the power of school boards to enter into contracts
-with employee organizations.

Second, negotiations are carried on between the negotiations panel
of the DCTA and the superintendent of schools or his official repre-
sentative, with the board of education entering the negotiation process
only in the event of an impasse or if the question is one of policy
beyond the jurisdiction of the superintendent to resolve, such as the
salary schedule.

Third, there is considerable stress upon the use of written communi-
cations between the DCTA and the office of the superintendent.

Fourth, although the statement provides for the use of consultants
by either the DCTA or the superintendent, such consultants In nego-
tiations must be mutually agreed upon by both the board :'and the
DCTA.

Fifth, although any teacher or teacher organization may present
proposals to the board of education, negotiations will be carried on
with only the organization representing the majority of thecontract
teachers.

Sixth, and perhaps most important, there is no provision for an
external third party to resolve impasses. The board of education acts
as the "third party" to resolve such impasses which arise between the
superintendent and the DCTA.

One final comment should be made in regard to the role of the board
of education. The negotiation statement specifies that the board is to
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function as a third party, yet the final paragraph of the statement
says that the board of education will meet to "negotiate With the
teacher organization representative and the superintendent." Lit-
erally, this presents something of a paradox for the board to be
negotiating teacher salaries with the superintendent. However, it
appeared during the interviews in Denver that the board of education
was actually consjdered to be the body to negotiate with the teachers
upon an impasse and upon request of the teacher orsanization.- The
superintendent was in fact a consultant and advisefto both the board
and the teachers during the negotiations held in executive sessions.
The final decision on the subject of the appeal was reserved to the
board of education.

Norwalk, Conn.

The present group contract' under which working conditions for
teachers in Norwalk are negotiated dopted originally in 1946.
For salary negotiation purposes o y wit the board of education,
the Norwalk Teachers Associatio p ion4a1 committee excludes
administrators and supervisors.

Like Denver, the Norwalk teacher organization has undergone a
dramatic change, a change which goes back about 10 years or more.
At the time of the well-publicized teachers' strike in Norwalk in
1946, the Norwalk Teachers Association (NTA) included, as mem-
bership potential,,all certificated staff members, excluding the super-
intendent.. However, the NTA was not affiliated with any other
national or State organizationneither the NEA nor the AFT. Fol-
lowing the strike, the Connecticut Supreme Court of Errors in 1951
ruled that the teachers had the right to organize, that boards of
education could negotiate as they desired within the confines of
State law and educational policy, angt that teachers as well as other
government employees had no right to strike.

Approximately 10 years after the teachers' strike, there was a sig-
nificant change in the leadership of the NTA, culminated by the
resignation of the incumbent slate of officers in 1957. New leadership
took over, and within a short time the NTA affiliated with the Con-
necticut Education Association and, through it, the National Edu-
cation Association.

Norwalk is the only one of the seven school districts which is
fiscally dependent. Salary schedules cannot be finalized until the

Included In the appendix.
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board of education budget is approved by the city board of estimate,
although the Norwalk Teachers Association and the board of edu-
cation complete the negotiations and renewal of the group contract
prior to the board of estimate approval of the school system's budget.
The group contract includes the salary schedule for the forthcoming
year. The Norwalk Teachers Association does not participate in the
deliberations between the board of education and the board of esti-
mate when the budget is finally adopted.

The negotiations team of the NTA is called the professional com-
mittee. The NTA constitution designates it as "the sole bargaining
agent for active members of the association, except supervisors, prin-
cipals, and vice principals." The committee consists of six members
elected by the membership.

The negotiation sessions would be classified as formal, relative to.
several of the other districts which were visited. Preliminary "infor-
mal sessions" with the personnel committee of the board are held.
The professional committee usually does not meet with the superin-
tendent prior to negotiation sessions with the school board. The num-
ber of sessions with the school board sitting as a committee of the
whole varies, but typically they are rather numerous.

The professional committee obtains supporting data through its
own resources and with the help

During the past several years, it has become common practice to
meet. with the committee of the whole for salary negotiations.

The professional committee is the only NTA group which negotiates
with the board of education. While the negotiation of salaries is an
important item of the committee, such matters as grievances and work-
ing conditions are also channeled through the professional committee.
The committee has apparently felt it is not within its scope of negotia-
tion to question particular items within the proposed budget, but
instead has placed its rationale on the importance of ratio-based sal-
aries rather than a salary schedule relative to other expenditures.

The NTA has generally defined as "negotiable" those items con-
cerned with salaries, personnel policies, professional standards, and
working conditions.

Of the seven districts, only Norwalk provides for an appeal from an
impasse between the teacher organization and the board of education.
The group contract states that "The parties agree to accept and abide
by the recommendations of the 'Report of the Connecticut Committee
on Working Relations of Boards of Education and Teacher Organiza-
tions, Revised April 1947.' "' This report., which was revised in 1962,

Included In the appendix.
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contains a section suggesting advisable "Procedures in Cases of Per-
sistent Disagreement." These suggested procedures include the utili-
zation of a local review board and an appeal to the secretary of the
State board of education. It is noted that action by the secretary is
dependent upon his determination that "the educational interests of
the State are in jeopardy."

Finally, the use of multiple negotiating units in Norwalk is of spe-
cial interest. There are three certificated groups in addition to the
teachers who present proposals to the board of education : the elemen-
tary and the secondary school principals and the department heads
positions with systemwide responsibilities in such areas as music, phys-
ical 'education, and art. A few years ago these three groups attempted
to organize as a single unit, but the effort was unsuccessful. The de-
partment heads and the secondary school principals are less formally
organized than the elementary school principals. Norwalk has a
single, ratio-type salary schedule which includes almost all certifi-
cated personnel excluding the superintendent. This means that the
elementary school principals, for example, are concerned with their
salary relationship not only with the classroom teacher but also with
the secondary school principal and the supervisor. Since the number
of elementary school pribcipals exceeds the number of secondary
school principals and supervisors combined, an apparent difficulty
in unification is present.

the elementary school principals have grouped into a formal orga-
nization known as the Norwalk Elementary Principals Association,
but with no external affiliations. Individually, of course, they may
be members of the State or national departments of elementary school
principals. There is, however, apparently some interest among the
elementary school principals in developing a more structured group
which can participate in policy formulation as an organization some-
what separate from the internal school system structure. There was
a request, expressed in Norwalk as well as in several of the other dis-
tricts, for the elementary school principals to be heard, as an organi-
zation, upon any proposals considered by the board of education which
would affect the instructional program in the elementary schools.
The year 1968 was the first year that the Norwalk Elementary Prin-
cipals Association made a formal salary proposal, with supporting
data, to the board of education and, as an organization, carried on
salary negotiations with the personnel committee and the committee
of the whole.

L
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Webster Groves. Mo.

Webster Groveslike Utica, Elmira, and Racinedoes not have a
written statement of agreement to carry on negotiations between the
teacher organization and the board of education. However, there
are several important practices which sufficiently distinguish Webster
Groves so as to necessitate separate consideration of its program for
carrying on discussions between the two parties.

There are two principal organizationsthe Webster Groves Edu-
cation Association and the Association of Classroom Teachers (ACT).
The former includes all certificated staff members; the latter excludes
administrators and supervisors. In addition, the various school sys-
tems in two of the St. Louis suburban counties have formed the St.
Louis Suburban Teachers Association, with an executive secretary, a
staff, and a building in which to house them.

The most significant feature in the Webster Groves organization
is the makeup of the salary committee of the Association of Classroom
Teachers. (All salary negotiations for the teachers' salary schedule
are carried on by this committee.) It consists of six members ap-
pointed by the executive council of the association and one member
of the board of education.

The inclusion of a member of the board of education as a regular
participant in meetings of the teachers' salary committee is certainly
a nontypical practice. However, this procedure has been accepted in
Webster Groves for a number of years and is regarded as a basic part
of the total program of teacher-board of education-superintendent
relationships.

A second significant practice, while not directly related to negotia-
tion procedures but directly related to the personnel policies of the
schools, is the procedure for selecting the superintendent of schools.
Webster Groves has received considerable attention for the involve-
ment of teachers in the selection of new superintendents, as recently
as 1963.

Two separate search committees are establishedone within the
board of education and one within the instructional staff. Each oper-
ates independently while screening prospective candidates for the
position. Each prepares, from an initial list, a list of the leading
candidates. From these two lists, a number are invited to Webster
Groves and interviewed independently by the two committees. Several
final candidates are identified, and a joint committee of teachers and
board members journeys to each prospective superintendent's present
community for an additional interview. Finally, the staff committee
submits a list, in priority order, of the candidates. While the decision
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remains with the board of education, the recommendations of the
teachers carry considerable weight.

These two practices are reflected in the provisions for the discussion
of salaries and working conditions between the board and the teachers.
The initial step is a meeting of the entire teaching staff at which the
superintendent explains the current and projected financial structure
of the school district. Following this, the ACT salary committee
begins to develop a program for presentation to the board of education.
Basically, this is accomplished through meetings of the membership
of the association, which, after some general presentations, breaks up
into small groups to consider specific questions proposed for discussion
by the salary committee. In addition, the Association of Classroom
Teachers submits a questionnaire to its members to ascertain their
wishes on proposed changes in the salary schedule.

The salary committee then prepares a formal proposal for presenta-
tion to the board of education. The board has not been isolated from
the plans of the committeethe chairman has made progress reports
to the board and, in addition, one of the board members has been serv-
ing in the deliberations of the salary committee.

The salary proposal presented to the board consists of four parts :

(1) A statement of principles, (2) the present schedule, (3) the pro-
posed schedule including identification of characteristics which imple-
ment the principles, and (4) the proposed costs. Apparently a
minimum of negotiation takes place after this point, other than a
verbal presentation to the board to accompany the written proposal.
It is the position of the ACT that the prior discussions, the progress
reports, and the board member representative on the salary committee
have combined to preclude the need for further negotiation and have
made the development of an impasse improbable.

The school principals are not on a salary schedule, but each salary
is determined on an individual basis at the termination of each
school year. The principals do have an informal organization and
have, of course, devoted some discussion to the advisability of request-
ing a single, ratio-type schedule to include all of the instructional
staff positions.

Webster Groves does not develop dollar differentials for the various
nonclassroom activitieei which frequently carry an additional salary
payment, such as the \ various extracurricular activities, including
coaching. There is a differential in terms ofdtotal teaching load to
compensate for the extra-activities schedule. However, if any par-
ticular group engaged in such activities wishes to present to the board
of education a est; for a change in conditions of work, the request
will be channels through the-salary committee. Although the corn-
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mittee may not submit a supporting recommendation, the board of
education would still be informed of the request by the committee.

Butte, Mont.

The Butte school district has had over the past 20 years one of
the most active units of the American Federation of Teachers in the
Nation. Located in a community which is relatively isolated in terms
of its distance from a metropolitan center, the Butte Teachers' Union
has been the sole bargaining agent for the certificated staff for some
years.

Butte received national attention because of the inclusion of a union
security clause in the working agreement annually signed by the board
of education and the BTU. The clause read in part:

Any teacher who fails to sign a contract which includes the provisions
in this Union Security Clause and who fails to comply with the provisions
of this Union Security Clause shall be discharged on the written request
of the Union, except that any such teacher who now has tenure under the
Laws of the State of Montana shall not be discharged but shall receive none
of the benefits nor salary Increase negotiated by the Union and shall be
employed, without contract, from year to year on the same terms and condi-
tions as such teacher was employed during the year 1955-56.

This clause, when subjected to judicial review, was eventually
stricken from the agreement following the State supreme court deci-
sion in 1959. However, because of the prominence of the case in
terms of the current interest in teacher organizations, it is appropriate
to refer to it.

Currently, the Butte Teachers' Union, unlike many of the AFT
units, excludes from membership only the superintendent of schools.
Thus, all principals, for example, are members of 'the BTU. All
negotiations with the board of education are carried on through the
negotiations committee. The chairman of the negotiations committee
is elected by the membership and he, in turn, appoints his com-
mittee, subject to review and approval of the executive council. All
negotiations are with the committee of the whole of the board of edu-
cation, and "informal sessions" are not held with subcommittees of
the board.. Formal sessions are frequently quite numerous, are re-
corded either in written minutes or on tape, and either of the two
parties may be represented by legal counsel. The negotiations com-
mittee is the sole channel of discussion with the board, and the bylaws
of the BTU specifies that "No Union business shall be transacted
officially with the School Board except through the Negotiations
Chairman and at least one other member of the committee."
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The primary item for negotiation has been salaries. Butte has not
had a strike of its teachers, although the question of a potential strike
has been raised during several years when Es impasse had been reached
and contracts withheld by the teachers as a group action until a new
master agreement had been completed and signed by both parties.

Although the primary item of negotiation is the salary structure,
the recognition agreement indicates certain other areas which are
considered negotiable, such as the standard items of sick leave and
length of the school year. In addition, the agreement has rules con-
cerned with selection, promotion, and transferin each instance mak-
ing provision for a seniority factor.

Generally, the BTU does not present proposals within the curricular
or educational program area; however, the negotiations committee may
rationalize its salary proposals relative to other cost items which may
be in the proposed budget. The original salary program as developed
by the negotiations committee is voted upon by the membership. Any
significant changes in this programp:K have to be referred to the
membership for approval. In the lternative parts of the total
negotiation package have usually not been offered by the board of edu-
cationnegotiations have been mostly concerned with the teachers'
proposal. An alternative salary proposal may, however, be offered
by the board of education. The superintendent may offer an alternate
salary proposal upon authorization of the board.

Racine, Wis.

There is no formal negotiation agreement nor statement establishing
communications between the board of education and the teachers' or-
ganization. The group which maintains communication with. the
board is known as the conference committee.

The conference committee developed from a certain amount of con-
fusion arising from multiple proposals by various units within the
instructional staff ; e.g., teachers, principals, and supervisors. The
members of the committee are elected by the general membership. It
is an autonomous committee in that it is not subordinate to the execu-
tive committee of the Racine Education Association. The Racine
Education Association extends membership privileges to all certificated
staff members, and the conference committee includes representatives
of the administrative/supervisory group as well as the classroom
teachers.

Section. included in the appendix.
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After developing an initial program, the conference committee re-
quests, through the superintendent, a joint study meeting with the
school board Committee of the whole. This is followed with a mem-
bership meeting at the Racine Education Association where a progress
report ie made. The number of joint study meetings held each year
vary, perhaps as many as 10. What "negotiations" take place are with
thelinance committee of the board rather than the board Of education
or the committee of the whole.

The Racine Education Association apparently does not prepare sup-
porting datasuch as cost analysis or comparable salary schedules
to submit with its salary proposals. Instead, the position is taken that
salary adjustment should be argued on the basis of certain key princi-
ples, such as the development of a professional career schedule which
would permit Racine to retain highly competent individuals within
the community's schools. One result of this approach appeared to be
a relatively minor interest by the conference committee in the entrance
salary level and a concentration upon the terminal salaries. This was
evidenced by the fact that the beginning salaries were recently estab-
lished quite independent of board-conference committee negotiations
and, chronologically, considerably prior to the final adoption of the
ensuing year's schedule. They were viewed as purely an admin-
istrative problem which needed resolution if anticipated vacancies
were to be filled, and not considered a welfare area by the conference
committee.

Since the conference committee represents all of the various instruc-
tional groups, the salary proposal becomes a package for the entire
certificated group, except the superintendent's staff. Each of the sub-
groups, e.g., elementary principals, may have its own salary committee,
but their recommendations would be presented to the board of educa-
tion through the conference committee. In the event that the confer-
ence committee should not accept the position of such a subgroup
relative to salaries, the conference committee would submit the sug-
gested proposal with no recommendation. The board of education
could and probably would give the minority group an opportunity to
make a presentation of its case.

Utica and Elmira, N. Y.

These two systems may be consideredtogether because of the marked
similarity of their approach to negotiations between the board and
the teacher organizations. In each instance, the negotiating group
for the teachers is called the professional advancement committee.
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The mechanism for carrying on discussions between th board of
education and the professional advancem committee isin com-
parison to such places as Butte, Denver er Norwalkrelatively in-
formal. Meetings with either the boird of education or with the
members sitting as a committee of the whole are at a minimum. In-
stead, informal meetingsperhaps three or fourare held with a
small number of the board members participating as individuals in the
discussion groups. These do not, of course, resolve into negotiation
sessions.

Although the Utica Teachers Association (UTA) membership is
comprised of approximately three-fourths of the total professional
staff, there is also an affiliate of the American Federation of Teachers.
The Utica Federation of Teachers (UFT) is reported to represent
about 10 percent of the teachers. Until the 1962-68 year, the UFT
also presented a salary proposal quite separate from that of the UTA.
While the UFT enrolls only members of the teaching staff, the UTA
includes all of the certificated groups.

In either of these situations, there is no definite pattern as to whether
the formal salary proposal by the teacher organization is presented
in a closed or open session of the board of education. But whichever
procedure is used, the presentations are relatively brief because, gener-
ally, it is the feeling of the parties involved that the previously held
informal discussions with individual members of the board preclude
the need for extended negotiations sessions with the entire board of
education. In Utica, for example, the three groups making presenta-
tionsteachers, administrators, and custodianshave been heard on
the same slurring. However, separate time is sometimes scheduled for
each group when requested.

In both Elmira and Utica, the superintendent is involved to a greater
degree in preliminary development of the "negotiation package" than
is true in several of the other districts visited. Cost data, for example,
of a salary proposal is supplied by the superintendent's office rather
than compiled independently by the teachers' salary committee. The
superintendent's advice on the feasibility of certain proposals is sought
by the teachers.

Within both systems, the teachers' organizations have historically
limited their discussions with their boards of education to salary and
related welfare items. In few instances have they brought up for
discussion, as an organization, such issues as the educational program,
teaching load, or personnel policies. There has been no inclination
to justify a salary increase relative to some other budget increase, such
as an increase in the guidance services.
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The principals and supervisors are organized relatively similar to
several of the other systems. The position was taken that administra-
tive salaries are closely related to the teachers' schedule, and that im-
provenient in that schedule would affect the administrative salaries.
The principals are not integrated into the negotiation committee to the
extent that exists in Butte or Racine; yet they are not as formally
organized as in Norwalk, where a separate organization exists for
negotiation purposes. The administrators' council in Elmira. for ex-
ample, does submit a written salary proposal to the board ,)f education.
In 1963, the Utica administrators' group submitted A. written proposal
to the board for the first time; in previous years their proposals have
been submitted only to the superintendent. In both instances these
are relatively brief expressions intended to offer the board of education
some guidance and information reflective of the wishes of the adminis-
trative staff.

These, then, are rather brief descriptions of the procedure for con-
ducting boyrd-teacher organization communications within seven
selected school districts. The emphasis has been upon discernible
elements of procedure. The remaining chapters attempt to identify
certain of the more important differences and similarities within these
seven districts, and then to relate these to the larger problems of pos-
sible trends and developmentsaffecting American education.



CHAPTER III

Topics for Negotiation

WHAT mews are considered negotiable is one of the four major
questions to which this bulletin is directed. This question

ffaises the issue of definitiona specification of limits of negotiable
areas. As teachers and their boards attempt to formalize their dis-
cussion procedures, the need for a concise and mutually acceptable
agreement upon what topics are to be negotiated will receive early
consideration.

On a very practical basis, the items which are submitted by a teach-
ers' organization to the board of education for negotiation can be cate-
gorized in at least four ways. Typically, this categorization must be
made by the board of education. It may decide that a particular item
is beyond the authority, the responsibility, or the resources of the board
of education. Secondly, the item may be considered nonnegotiable
as a matter of principle, that it is the sole responsibility of the board
and/or administration. Thirdly, the item may be within the authority
of the board to negotiate, but the question involves certain third parties,
including other staff groups, community groups, or other governmental
divisions. Lastly, of course, the item may be defined as negotiable.

Historically, teacher organization-board of education negotiations
have tended to be restricted to salaries and other economic welfare
benefits such as insurance and sick leave. Although salaries may
be the most important single item to any employee, they do not present
an area which is very amenable to negotiation by public employees,
including schoolteachers; for the amount of latitude which a board of
education has in adjusting the salary level is really quite limited. Ex-
pansion of this latitude can frequently be done only through the sub-
mission of the need to the electorate or, rarely, through the dramatiza-
tion of the issue with a strike and perhaps subsequent remedial action
at the legislative level. In addition, competition for staff during a

25
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teacher shortage has in itself forced a considerable amount of salary
adjustment quite independent of formal negotiations.

The extent to which negotiations may become involved with matters
well beyond the economic welfare area would be difficult to predict.
A good deal of energy is being expended by teachers, through their
organizations, to obtain formal agreements with the boards. After
such an agreement has been obtained, however, the organization is
faced with ways to maintain the momentum which was so instrumental
in its initial success. The expansion of areas considered negotiable,
well beyond salaries and fringe benefits, since these could have been
negotiated without a contract, has been proposed as one way to main-
tain this momentum. A recent statement defined the matter as follows :

Subjects of Professional Negotiation: The matters of joint concern to a
local professional organization and a local school board are included in
the broad aim to achieve better schools and a better education for every
child. This includes, but is not limited to, setting standards in employing
professional personnel, community support for the school system, inservice
training of persontiei, class size, teacher turnover, personnel policies, salaries,
working conditions, and communication within the school system. All or any
one of these may be the subject of professional negotiation.'

Alberta, Canada, is frequently cited as an example of one direction
which employer-employee relationships in education may take.
Arthur Kratzmann, executive director of the Alberta School Trustees,
noted a shift in emphasis undertaken by the Alberta Teachers' Associa-
tion in the past 5 years. Reasons for this shift from a teacher-benefit
organization to include a "commonweal" organization were stated to
be" (a) a process of goal replacement necessary to maintain the identity
and cohesion of a group which had achieved most of its long-range
objectives, (b) the constant appeals of the public and external Alberta
agencies to shift A.T.A.'s focus from 'union' to 'professional' activities,
and (c) a readiness on the part of the membership to assume a larger
responsibility, via their parent association, for on-the-job professional
improvement."'

The goal of improving the economic welfare of teachers, regardless
of what group advocates the goal, cannot be treated in isolation from
desires to improve education per se. Along the same line, certain
changes in the educational program may well affect the working con-
ditions of both the teacher and the student. Thus, efforts by teacher
or other groups in reducing the class size are seen by these groups as
having dual benefitsthe teacher's conditionsof work and the student's

National EdUcation Association. "Guidelines for Professional Negotiation.- Wash-ington. D.C. : The Association, 1068. p. 10.
Arthur Kratamann. "The Alberta Teachers' Association : A Prototype for the Ameri-

can Scene' Admistetrsier's Notoboob, 12 : 8, October 1968.
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"conditions of work"and this reciprocity feature should not be
ignored.

Another hint as to directions which teachers might like this expan-
sion of negotiable matters to take is suggested in a 1959 statement of
the Department of Classroom Teachers of the National Education
Association. This statement noted A number.of areas of concern, in-
cluding professional recognition, fair treatment, good administration,
and security and welfare.' A series of bar graphs in the statement
indicated certain concerns in which teachers, principals, and superin-
tendents felt there might be a need for a policy statement in the scho91
system. As noted by at least 20 percent of the teachers, those matter's
in which such a policy statement was "vital" (rather than "important,"
"desirable," or "not desirable") included : teaching assignments, class
size, unassigned time during the schoolday, homogeneous grouping
(secondary school), employment of- professional administrators, as-
signment of exceptional students, supply of instructional resource
material, lunch periods, and rest periods for staff.

(Perhaps paradoxically, the same source indicated that, while 49
percent of the teachers believed a policy statement on class size was
vital, only 14 percent felt that a policy statement on participation in
policy planning was v it al. )

The term "conditions of work," when used to indicate the matters
which are negotiable, becomes highly nebulous as one discusses it
with staff members. First, it is nebulous within the welfare area,
including salaries. Consider, for example, the relationship between
teachers' and principals' salaries. If a school system uses a ratio
or index type of salary schedule which includes principals and super-
visors, this latter group must be pegged to some level on the teachers'
schedule. When this is done, the entire salary schedule is viewed
with a certain degree of unity which encompasses all but the top
level staff positions. One question then raised concerns the advisability
of maintaining a schedule which prohibits a teacher from receiving a
higher salary than a principali.e., the principal's salary is pegged
at the maximum teacher's salary rather than a lesser amount. This
is an internal issue both for the staff and for the administration
and the board of education, who have responsibilities for the recruit:
ment of teachers as well as principals. Should the adjustment of this
issue be considered as a "condition of work" and so negotiable?

An even more important extension of "conditions of work" may be
found in the curricular offering. There are few program adaptations

National ffiducation aseociation. "Conditions of Work for Quality Teaching." Wash-
ington, D.C. : The Association, 1900.
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which do not in some way affect the working conditions of the
teacher, whether it be a change in the pupil/staff ratio, the use of
TV instruction, the extension of the schoolday, or the addition of
an elementary librarian.

The decision to implement each of these practices has undoubtedly
been reached after consideration of certain alternatives which would
also affect the teacher's conditions of work. On this basis, to what
extent do such noneconomic factors as the curricular program and
organization become negotiable items between the board and the
teachers? rr----

Although negotiations on such broad curriculum areas were not at
the time a matter of concern in the cities visited, two examples of
lesser magnitude which were observed might be mentioned. These
included staff utilization and staff transfer policies.

There are at least two aspects of staff utilization which directly
affect working conditions. One which is readily apparent,' is the

loping change in the organizational pattern of the public school.
For example, the assignment of teaching aides or theme readers Tire-
supposes a set of criteria through which some teachers receive such
additional assistance and others do not. It also assumes that the
teacher, after receiving such assistance, is either able to perform
his work in a more efficient manner with the same amount of effort,
or he is able to achieve the same level of performance with a lesser
amount of effort. In either instance, the assignment alters his con-
ditions of employment relative to those teachers' who do not receive
such assistance.. It is then quite realistic to.assume that teacher orga-
nizations may wish to participate in the development of the criteria
by which such assignments are made. This involvement of teachers
is quitelindependent of the additiOnal problem of any differential in
salary for changes in position specifications which mJy be altered
as a result of emerging changes in classroom organization.

Team teaching presents another illustration of new developments
in staff utilization. An interview with the director of organization
of the United Federation of Teachers recently appeared in School
Momagement. In response to a question as to whether the teachers'
union would take a stand on a particular teaching technique, the di-
rector noted: "Certainly we will. As yet, we haven't corns to a firm
decision, but if we chose to endorseleam teaching we might even go
so far as to make it part of a contract . . . the union would want a
voice in determining the technique of evaluation [on the decision as
to whether the program was working].

4.The American Federation of Teachers." School Management.Febroary 1964. p. 62.
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An additional example which may be cited in the area of staff utili-
zation is that of the guidance program. Among other classifications
which may be made, of a guidance program is the use of part-time
(one period 'a day) guidance people drawn from the teaching corps
versus the use of full-time guidance people with no classroom assign-
ments. Now a tertiary, if not higher order, purpose of a guidance pro-
gram is to absorb certain nonteaching functions which would other-
wise be assigned to the classroom teacher, including discipline as tell
as career planning. At ,what point should or will the teachers take
the position that a given pattern of organization of the guidance de-
partment is ineffective, detrimental to the conditions under which the
teacher performs his duties in the classroom, and hence negotiable?

The second area of potential concern as a negotiable item is the
transfer policy and, because of its basic relationship, theassignment
policy.

'Butte and Denver have negotiated transfer policies. The policy
in Butte calls for posting a notice of any new or vacant position in
each building, indicating the necessary qualifications. Names of qual-
ified, applicants are then placed in order on an eligibility list, with
rank order determined by seniority of service; new applicants' names
are placed on the list in order of the date of their applications. Trans-
fer is thus based upon seniority, and "The superintendent, if requested
by any member of the board or-by the fittme Teachers' Union, shall
show cause for failing to recommend a teacher in the order in which
his name appears on the eligible list." A similar policy affects promo-

..t ion.

The Denver transfer procedure is covered as a policy statement of
the Denver schools rather than as one of the rules appearing within
the school board-teacher organization agreement, as in Butte. Like
Bate, the Denver provision calls for posting, in each building or
office, all vacancies to be filled for the following year. Although the
policy statement specifies that seniority of satisfactory service in
Denver will be given consideration,.the "princ. al criterion in ful-
filling requests for a change in assignment is w ether the request will
be in the best interests of the district." However, the statement fur-
ther specifies that "transfer requests of presently assigned employees
will be considered before any ne*ly appointed person is assigned."

The transfer policy in Denver was a very early item on which
negotiations were completed following the adoption of the professional
negotiations statement. (Consideration of such changeawas initiated
prior to the adoption of the negotiation agreement.) The major dif-
ference in the policy as indicated above and the prior one is the pro-
vision for the posting of vacancies on a systemwide baSis.

L._
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The apparent problem as to the negotiation of a transfer policy
is the rigidity which a seniority provision imposes upon the personnel
department in attempting to achieve a balance of experience, age, and
sea within any one building. In any school district of any size, cer-
tain buildings are considered more desirable than others in which to be
assigned. Thus, the teachers may have a desire to seek a more favor-
able assignment, which can well conflict with the need to maintain an
experienced staff within the less desirable building. If a transfer
policy based upon seniority cannot be negotiated, then what are the
alternatives? A salary differential in the lese-desirable assignment
might be one. More probable would be recognition of the difficult
assignment through a smaller teaching load, additional assistance, and
perhaps a higher budget of instructional materials. These types of
decisions are now generally made by the administrative staff.

There is the possibility that such matters will in the years ahead be
regarded, at least by the teacher organization, as negotiable within an
expanded definition of "conditions of work." If this definition is so
expanded (and there are some indications that it may be), then the
issues of control of the schools and the authority of the local board of
education will be raised.

The superintendent of schools in New York City was quoted in re-
gard to a potential teachers' strike in September 1963, as follows:

I'm convinced that the teachers don't want to strike any more than I or
anyone else in the city does. Money is only part of what the teachers want.
Frankly, I think what the United Federation of Teachers wants basically is
more control of the school system.

I mean that they would like to be able to have say in every school
and in every phase of the administration of t I system, a little more
say-so in what goes on.'

In the same article, the president of the United Federation of Teach-
ers was quoted, in regard to certain improvements in the school system
which he said were necessary to prevent a strike, thus: "Among mat-
ters that need improvement are the extremely bad discipline problems,
oversized classes, and the 'lack of proper respect for the teachers'
status."

That the role of the teacher's union in New York City in forming
policy had not been mutually agreed upon at the time the strike was
averted in September 1968 is indicated by the following item from
Nation's Sch4ols:

Charles Cogen, union spokesman, has suggested that, according to the
preamble of the contract, teachers will take an active part in forming school
policy (The Nation's Schools, October 1963). Calvin E. Gross, superintend-
ent of schools, disputed this statement, say11-4-- that, although the contract

'Now York Now, July 7, 1963. p. 1, U.
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calls for monthly meetings between his staff and union representatives, this
does not indicate that teachers will share any administrative responsibility.

Gross proposed that the contract, as yet unsigned, be amended to read :
"It ltunderstood that no measure of administrative control shall be ex-
ercised over any operation of the school system by the United Federation of
Teachers." Rejecting this amendment, the federation replied that, if the
board could inject new clauses into the contract, the union could do like-
wise. The result, according to the union, would be to reopen negotiations
completely.

Gross reminded Cogen in a letter that discussions during the negotiations
had recognised the board's refusal to accept the "notion that the school sys-
tem would embark upon any joint effort, however limited in scope, which
would depend upon the 'advice and consent' of the union."

The final form of the agreement, as signed on February 10, 1964,
contained these two statements. The first, in the preamble, noted :

"Toward this end, they have agreed that the Superintendent of
Schools or his representatives will meet and consult once a month
during the school year with representatives of the United Federation
of Teachers on matters of educational policy and development."

The second, in the conclusion, noted : "At the same time it (the agree-
ment) makes clear that the Board has complete authority over the
policies and administration of the school system which it exercises
under the provisions of law and in the fulfilling of its responsibilities
under this agreement. "'

In these instances, there is support for the position that salaries and
fringe benefits, while important factors in negotiations, are not the
sole concern of teachers; nor was the issue of control of the schools
restricted to the teachers' union strike threat in New York City. The
threatened sanctions and a mass withholding of contracts by the
teachers in Utah raised the charge by the president of the Utah
School Board Association that "if their [sanctions] program is carried
out, it could lead to a bureaucratic dictatorship by teachers"; and
following that statement the NSBA adopted a resolution supporting
the Utah School Boards Association in "its effort to sustain local
control."

On the other side, the position that the authority of the local school
board is being usurped has been denied frequently by those advocating
a stronger participation by the teachers' organization in policy develop-
ment. An example includes:

"Role of N.Y. Teachers In Forming School Policy Starts Controversy." Reprintedwith permission from The Nation's Holtook, p. 80. November 1963. Copyright 1963,5'. W. Dedp Corp. (a McGrawBill Co.). Chicago.
Agreement Bottom* tka Board ej itiotoottos of Cho Otto of Poo York and United

!Weren't, of Teachers, Loma I, Lotortoso ?Marotta' of Tosoksra, AFLCIO Covering
Classroom Totoboro. July 1, 1963June 30. 1965.

Elaine Mxtoa. "Pros and Cons of Sanctions Invoked by Utah's Public School Teachers."TM Aosorloott School Board JotorooS,14T : 41, July 1961.

L._
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1.1

Would professional negotiation involve a violation of the legal authority
of the school board? The National School Boards Association policy state-
ment on this subject indicates that they consider it would. However, the
1951 decision of the Connecticut Supreme Court in the Worwalk case and the
opinion of the 1,Statel Commissioner of Education in the recent New York
City case have rather definitely established that such cooperative participa-
tion in policy development is not an illegal surrender of school board,'
responsibility. Only a misinterpretation of the NEA policy could read into
the process a will and an intent to invade the realms of policy adoption and
Policy administration.'

The problem of obtaining a mutually agreeable definition or limita-
tion of the items which might be considered appropriate for joint con-
sideration by the boards and the teachers is of major importance. This
bulletin has not attempted to present such a definition, but has instead
indicated the difficulties which will operate as deterrents to a simple
solution.

The following chapter discusses the proposals for resolving a per-
sistent disagreement between the two partiesthe appeal of an im-
passe to a third or mediatory body. The issue of definition of the
negotiable items plus the proposition that such mediatory channels be
established usually stimulate the allegations that boards of education
would be relinquishing their control.of the local school systems. The
two subjectsdefinition and appeal from an impasseare closely re-
lated, particularly in terms of those personnel practices which may be
of common concern but are not prescribed by statute. In these in=
stances, considerably more latitude for negotiation is present, and the
opportunity for impasses to develop thus becomes greater.

Erwin L. Coons. " Professional Negotiation: A Step Toward Professional Maturity."
Address at Second National Workshop on Professional Rights and Responsibilities, De-
troit. mien.. June 1968.



CHAPTER IV

Appeal From an Impasse

THz mom of the teachers' organization to appeal to a third party
for the mediation of a disagreement, or an impasse, with the

board of education is one of the most controversial of the current issues
on professional negotiation and collective bargaining. The provision
in the NEA professional negotiat'op resolution' calling for, an appeal
"through educational channels" was not for arbitration of a board-
teacher organization conflict but rather more of an effort at factfinding
or mediation. However, in either mediation or arbitrat. on, the pro
vision of an opportunity for appeal taises the question as to any alle
usurpation of the authority of the board of education.

A National Education Assoc!ation publication on the elements of
professional negotiation listed the following four integral parts :

A provision for teachers' representatives and boards of education to meet
and t2.express their views each to the other.
Each:1n good faith, listens to the views of the other, takes the other's
views into consideration in coming to a decision, and both negotiate prob-
lems on which they do not at first agree.
A provision to deal with impassewhether the impasse be caused by the
board, by the associationor by what seems to be the most obvious cause,
but the one seldom mentionedby the simple fact that the two honestly
cannot agree.
Final decisions are jointly determined by the teachers' representatives and
the school board.'

It is with the third pointthe appeal procedurethat this chapter
is concerned. Its significance is dramatized by the departure from
the traditional concept of unilateral or even bilateral approaches
through which negotiations are currently conducted. The provision
of such an appeal process in the event of an impasse bet,ween the

Included in fiat appendix.
Martha L. Wars. Pro/awn:snot Nogotiagios. Washington, D.C.: National Education

Association, August 1952. p. 7.
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teachers' association and the board of education offers a new and
untried negotiation instrument. A possible example of the type of
review which might take place in the event of an impasse noted that
the association could request. . . .

.

. . . a representative of the state or national association to assist it in its
presentation to the board. If no agreement follows, either the association
or the board could request the establishment of a mediation board at the
local level. Membership could consist of one person selected by the asso-
ciation, one by the board, and the third member selected by these two. If
this board does not effect an agreement, the next step might be to request
the services of a person from [a] state educational appeals board. He would
be a person skilled in working with individuals and groups. But if he,
too, fails to get the parties together, he would make written recommenda-
tions to the educational appeals board at the state level. This continuing
board could have a chairman designated by the state department of educa-
tion, three members appointed by the state education association, and three
members appointed by the state school boards association. Except for the
chairman, the members would have staggered 8-year terms. --

If this board is unable to effect an agreement within a certain time, it
could submit, in writing, its proposed settlement to the parties, to the state
board of education, to the legislature, and, of course, to the public.'

The possible similarity between the appeal through educational
channels, as exemplified in the above illustration on the makeup of
the local appeals board, and the use of a tripartite body under collec-
tive-bargaining arrangements in private employment shqrld be noted.
The following statement by George W. Taylor, a profs ional labor-
relations expert and an outstanding authority in his field, is descriptive
of the latter procedure :

There is no necessity here to spell out the details of third-party participa-
tion under [various] labor agreements. Suffice it now to underline that
in each case the "outsiders" sit in only upon the invitation of both the union
and the management and have only such functions as are specified jointly
by these parties.

It is not easy to delineate clearly and precisely the functions of third-
party participants. They do include, however, a kind of private mediation
by persons known to the parties and chosen by them, [who] are presumably
relatively familiar with the background and the nuances of problems on
the table. That could have some advantage as compared to ad hoc medi-

-ation, provided under the law, by persons less familiar with the case.
Beyond that, a new staff function is introduced. It could well be that a
major benefit of third-party participation would be in their serving as staff
advisers to the joint decision-makers in an extension of the long-established
line-staff principles which are standard In modern business organizations.
In this capacity, the "outsiders" could conceivably suggest a phrasing of the
problems mutually faced in such a way as to facilitate their resolution, and
they might be in a better position to express the public interest.

The responsibility of third-party participants for making recommendatips

Ibid., p. 8.
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under certain conditions doubtless accounts for most of the antipathy shown
by companies and unions alike toward the experiments underway. For
here is an outside intrusion, even if invited, that casts doubt upon the
longstanding principle that wage determination and the related negotiations
are exclusively a private matter. Recommendations can affect relative
bargaining positions.

A few words about the real nature of mediatory recommendations are
in order, to dispel the contention that they are, in tact, a form of com-
pulsory arbitration. This is simply not the case. An arbitrator with the
power to decide weighs the evidence and then, on the basis of the terms
of submission, expresses his own conviction of what constitutes a fair and
equitable settlement. In a sense, the terms are iMposed in voluntary
arbitration through a procedure agreed to by the parties themselves. In
marked contrast, in fashioning his recommendations, a mediator seeks to
discover those terms that will either be mutually acceptable to the parties
or provide a starting point from which they can work out terms to which
they can agree. Unlike arbitration, either party is free to reject recom-
mendations out of hand'

There are at least two points which should be noted in regard to
any implied comparability between such tripartite collective bargain-
ing and professional negotiation. The first is in regard to the term
"public interest." The third or neutral party in the tripartite agree-
ment is viewed to a degree as being representative of the public interest.
But to extend this concept to our educational enterprise would seem
to imply that the board of education would not function as such a
representativehence the need for the third party, the appeal through
educational channels. This raises a difficulty in reconciling such a
third-party approach in collective bargaining with comparable pro-
cedures in education; since the board of education in a sense acts in
a dual rolethe employer and the representative of the public. The
use of t third party seems to suggest a voluntary denial by the board
of education of this public responsibility. Its transfer by the board
to a designated neutral who would accept it for a possible resolution
of the impasse implies that the neutral party would assume the "public
representative" designation.

At least one apparent alternative to this problem of the potential
change in the role of the board is a potential change in the role of
the superintendent. Such a change would view the teacher-adminis-
trator relationship quite differently from the present image. Instead,
the relationship would more approximate that of the employee-
manager, with the board of education then functioning as the third-,
party representative of the public interest in the resolution of impasses
existing between the 'teachers' association and the administrators or
"managers."

George W. Taylor. "Collective Bargaining and Technological Change." Monthly
Labor Review. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Washington :
U.S. Government Printing °Mee, August 1912. p.
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The proposal recently adopted by the Denver school board, for
example, outlines negotiations between the teachers' association and
the superintendent. However, in the event a consensus is not reached,
either or both of the "two parties" may present reports to the board
of education and the board acts as the appeal party. At this point,
"Upon mutual agreement, other persons may be called in to act as
consultants."

There are at least two examples of currently established appeal
procedures which might be noted. One is outlined in a, resolution
of the Champaign, Ill., Board of Education; the other is a report of
a cooperative committee in Connecticut on "Working Relations Be-
tween Boards of Education and Teacher Organizations." (Both of
these documents are included in the appendix.)

The Champaign statement establishes three levels for appeal. The
first is from a superintendent-teacher organization impasse and is
to the local board of education. The second level is to an individual
appointed by the State superintendent of public instruction. The
third and final appeal is to a board of review, with one member
nominated by the teachers, one by the board, and the third by the
two nominees.

The Connecticut statement does not consider the local board of
education as an a peal body, and hence the appeal level begins with
the assumption t the board and the teachers have reached an
impasse. The fi recommended step is the establishment of a third
party at the local leveleither a mutually satisfactory individual or
a committee. The second and final step is an appeal to the secretary
of the State board of education who will act if he considers the educa-
tional interests of the State in jeopardy.

The apparent distinction between these two procedures is at the
level at which the S te offices are involved. In the Connecticut
statement, the State l vel becomes the final appeal; in Champaign,
the locally established board of review functions-after the State office
has failed to solve the impasse.

Among the other six districts visited, only oneNorwalkhad a
"built-in" procedu for an appeal. The Norwalk group contract
recognizes the sta ment of the State cooperative committee on
"Working Relatio Between Boards of Education and Teacher
Organizations."

A second factor whioh must be considered in making comparisons
between these two approaches to negotiation suggests a higher degree
of comparability. This is the extent to which the third party would
function in the area of compulsory arbitrament. This was noted by
Taylor and emphasized in a statement by W. Willard Wirtz.
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If these neutrals serve only as agreement brokers, bringing the private
parties perhaps more painlessly to the' same conclusions their own devices
would lead them to, these are not significant developments. The accumulat-
ing evidence suggests, however, something quite different dt is that these
procedures are resulting in the development of factual data from which
more rational bargaining can proceed; that points of view are being pre-
sented to the parties which are based not Just on compromise, but on more
responsible reason ; that the parties are being given in advance a clearer
picture of what they may expect in terms of public reaction to their positions,
which will ultimately be so influential on any disputed settlement

There is substantial indication here, I think, of an evolving pattern of
resort in one form or another to that arbitrament of reason rather than
of economic force, which may well be essential to the continued vitality
and effectiveness of significant private collective bargaining'

This type of approach suggests the provision of some continuity of
effort by the third party of a study approach during the prenegotia-
tion procedurg rather than at or after the point of crisis has been
reached. As Hildebrand notes :

FoO prenegotiation procedureand this is the real place of the study
committeethe tripartite panel seems to be so obviously preferable to an
all-public board as to require little extended comment. After all, the intent
of the whole Idea is to improve the prospects for accommodation in an in-
herently difficult setting. By contrast, in contract arbitrationan ex post
procedurethe case against the all-public board is by no means so clear cut'

One of the problems of current negotiation procedures has been the
inability of teachers and boards to make long-term studies of the issues
prior to the initiation of negotiation sessions. Relatively few local
associations have full-time staff members ; and, as a result, salary nego-
tiations, for example, are frequently characterized by a certain amount
of spoisdicity, culminating usually in a brief period of discussion in
the spring when the salary schedule for the ensuing year is estab-
lished. The advantage of the study committee as suggested by Hilde-
brand lies in the provision for "careful study and patient discussion
[which] can provide a more constructive outlook." r Perhaps the lack
of opportunity for both groups to have such "patient discussion," based
upon previous and continuing careful study, was instrumental in the
development of the NEA resolution calling for more formalized nego-
tiatioh procedures.

The above remarks should not be construed as a suggestion that
third parties are being considered as an alternative to the existing com-
mon procedure through which labor and management solve their
problems. This was noted by the 1962 report of the President's Ad-

W. Willard Wirt'. "Tbe Future of Collective Bargaining." Monthly Labor Iteolow,
November 1H1. p. 1207.

'Oeorge H. Hildebrand. "Tim Um of Tripartite Bodies To Aid Collective Bargaining."
Monthly Labor Bevies, Ione 1151. p. 503.
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visory Committee on Labor-Management Policy, "Collective Bargain-
ing." While stressing the potential value of third-party expert
assistance, including factfinding, mediation, or voluntary arbitration,
the report included a note of caution :

We do not in any sense imply that the use of third-party procedures is a
preferable objective, or that the use of third parties will lead to more de-
sirable long-range relationships or sounder settlements. These are only
supplementary procedures. The central emphasis must be on the develop-
ment of bilateral relationships based on sufficient maturity, sophistication,
and judgment to enable the parties to work out solutions appropriate to their
particular circumstances. Responsibility flourishes best in an atmosphere
of self-reliance.

The two national teacher organizations would apparently take a
negative position to compulsory arbitration. Such a procedure would
negate the importance of strikes or sanctions as elements of force just
as would be true in private employment. This is a rather significant
point which is frequently ignored.

Lastly, some note should be made of the potential development of
a negotiation framework which extends beyond the limits of any one
school district, the "industrywide" approach. It would appear to be
entirely conceivable that negotiations between teacher groups and
school boards may place far greater reliance on activity at the State
level than has occurred in the pastnegotiations between the State
school boards' association and the State teachers' association. A sug-
gestion of this development is seen in the "Revised Recommendations
on Teacher-Board Contract Relations" of the Minnesota School Boards
Association, a statement attempting "to stabilize the contractural
relationship between teachers and school boards in Minnesota.'

Discussions on sanctions in Oregon have included the proposal that
sanctions against any one school board be viewed by the State School
Boards Association as being sanctions against that State association.°
The 1963-61 conflict in Utah was being conducted at the State level.
The development of such a statewide negotiation procedure would, of
course, have severe implications for the "appeal through educational
channels" as it is apparently being viewed.

A potential broad-based situation has been noted in Colorado. The
December 1963 meeting of the delegate assembly of the Colorado Edu-
cation Association was reported in a Denver newspaper as

... setting the stage for t! possible teacher boycott of Colorado schools
In 1965 unless the Legislature appropriates an additional $80 million for
education. . . . a massive boycott would close the schools to more than

Minnesota School Boards Association. Minnesota Bekaa Board Joanna, November
1982. p. 20.

Oregon Education, November 1962. p. 2.
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400,000 children. . . . The ultimatum to the Legislator% passed over the
opposition of top CEA officials, was one of the strongest stands ever taken
by the 585member assembly."

On this same point, Arthur Kratzmann, in commenting upon the
Alberta situation, noted :

When teachers enter power structures at increasingly higher levels of
educational government, the activities of competing agencies must be focused
upon the same levels of influence. The entry of teachers into the provincial
power arena forced the Alberta trustees to develop policies and modes of
action which enabled them to compete in the same sphere. If indeed, as
many advocate, American teachers focus their activities increasingly at
state and federal levels rather than on the local scene, one could expect
a revitalisation of state school board agencies and indeed of the National
Association of School Boards."

It is now appropriate to raise a number of questions in regard to
the potential implications of the appeal procedure from board-teacher
organizations impasses.

To what ex
1. Is an 1-through educational chtinnels the equivalent of an

appeal through governmental or nongovernmental arbitration
bodies V

2. Is the use of an appi341 board to resolve an impasse a denial of
the role of the board of education as being the representative
of public interest ?

3. Is the appeal board viewed as a mediation rather than an
arbitration body ?

4. Would the imposition of professional sanctions in the event
of the inability of the appeal channels to resolve the impasse
be the equivalent of a strike

5. Can legislation be developed for the implementation of the
appeal procedure which is basically different from existing
labor legislation effecting such channels in private employ-
ment I

6. Are certain personnel matters adaptable to a bilateral cooper-
ative determination but not amenable to an appeal from an
impasse

7. Is our present image of the role of the superintendent altered
through the use of an appeal procedure?

s Dewar Peet, Dee. 8, 1968, p. S.
u Arthur Kratzmann. "The Alberta Teachers' Association : A Prototype for the Am

can Sooner Administrator's Notelkrok. 12 : 4, October 1948.
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As an individual considers these types of questions, he may develop
his own definition of professional negotiation, at least as it relates to
thf appeal procedure. This definition will not necessarily be definitive
as to the comparability of professional negotiation with collective
bargaining, and perhaps it should not be. The importance of profes-
sional negotiation or collective bargaining should be viewed in tecma
of their own potential rather than their relationship to some alterna-
tive procedure.

However, it is inevitable that fir the present time discussions of
professional negotiation will be concerned with collective bargaining.
It is within the literature on collective bargaining that one currently
directs a major part of his efforts in search for information on
employer-employee negotiation procedures. And, as suggested above,
the provision for an appeal through educational channels is of par-
ticular significance to professional negotiations just as the provision
for third-party involvement in collective bargaining is of interest
to labor and management in private employment.

In summary, teachers are showing increasing interest in formal
negotiation procedures. The lack of more descriptive information to
delineate procedures for the development and form of the necessary
legislation has resulted in a considerable amount of conjecture. How-
ever, until such time as there is rather wide implementation of such
actions as the NEA professional negotiation resolution and until
guidelines are developed which make possible more discerning exami-
nation of such proposals, then discussions will probably continue to
center upon the relationship between professional negotiation and
collective bargaining. It is within this relationship, including the
possible increase in the use of tripartite collective-bargaining bodies,
that the use of the appeal group becomes significant. This significance
is centering updn the suggestion of a possible change in the view of the
board as being the representative of the public interest in its negotia-
tion procedures if a provision is made for an appeal from impasses
which are insolvable through the traditional bilateral or unilateral
approaches of the present. Whether this change legally can occur, or
rightly should occur, or administratively will occur presents the basic
question still unanswered.

The same question has been phrased as follows:
Lay control of public education is at stake throughout the nation ; the

problem is more acute in certain sections than in others. Salaries are not
the only items under consideration ; textbooks, curricular decisions, working
conditions, and other factors are as important as salaries. The basic
question li whether or not teacher organisations and school boards are
willing to sincerely attempt to solve their problems at the local level and are
willing to accept and abide by whatever decision may be reached. If not, is
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each group going to look to a more powerful agency outside the community,
and in doing so abdicate some of its power and individuality? Simply, man
is again faced kith a challenge in the recurring problem area of human
relations. Can two men, or two groups of men, set face to face, examine a
problem, and arrive at a mutually acceptable solution without calling for
assistance ?'

K. Forbis Jordan. "Wbo Shall Be the Effective Voice for American Teachers?"
The American School Board Journal, 147: 88, July 1988.
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CHAPTER V

Related Issues

Tins CHAPrER discusses several problems related to procedure: the
composition of the negotiating unit, the role of the superintendent

of schools, the nature of the written statement outlining the relation-
ship between the teachers' organization and the board of education, and
the relationship between collective-bargaining and professional
negotiations.

Composition of the Negotiating Unit

One of several criteria which may be used for offering general
characteristics which distinguish the positions of the NEA from the
AFT is that of membership eligibility. This particularly applies to

n' the range of representation which might be encompassed by a nego-
tiating %it in a given school system. That is, will all employees, le&
the top administrative staff, be represented by a single group, or Ai
classroom teachers and other nonsupervisory employees form an ex-
clusive and separate unit I

Although there are exceptions at the local level, the general policy of
the two national organizations is relatively clear. The AFT is cur-
rently firmer on the need to exclude the administrator from the nego-
tiating unit to which the teachers belong than is the NEA.

The exceptions to these two general policies of the national organiza-
tions were observable within the seven districts visited. The Butte
Federation of Teachers excluded only the position of the superin-
tendent from membership eligibility. The Denver negotiating unit is
the Denver Classroom Teachers Association which excludes all individ-
uals who have responsibility for teacher evaluation. In Norwalk,
where a group contract is used, the administrative/s,upervisorjr staff
is not represented by the Norwalk Teachers Assopiation negotiation
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panel. Yet., for other purposes, all certificated staff members are con-
sidered eligible for membership in the NTA. Webster Groves, with no
formal agreement between the board and the teachers, again relies upon
a claisroom teachers' group which has no responsibility for presenting
administrative proposals. The opposite is true in Racine. One of
the more prominent local affiliates of the AFT, Eau Claire, Wis., also
includes principals within the group for which negotiations are
conduoted.1

These examples illustrate much of the current discussion among the
teaching staff as to whether the negotiating unit should be all-inclusive,
teachers and administrators, or multiple, with a number of separate
groups making presentations for negotiating purposes to the board of
education.

The all-inclusive *nit is justified by its advocates on the basis that
a total staff approach can be made toward negotiations; and, with
the exception of salaries, few welfare benefits distinguished between
teachers and other professional personnel. Sick leave and health or
medical insurance are generally equally applicable for the entire
instructional staff. In addition, there are certain matters unasso-
ciated with daily working conditions which might better be con-
sidered through a staffwide approach. Perhaps most important is
the area of curriculum development and program planning. Others
include the various fund-raising drives, efforts to raise the standards
of the teaching profession, election campaigns, and perhaps the orga-
nization's public relations activities within the community. In
addition, it is argued that such an all- inclusive organization in itself
creates a cohesive force within the staff and acts as a deterrent to
the creation of opposing factions within the school system. Also,
certain disagreements within the staff can be resolved if all are within
one group. Finally, the use of multiple units adds to the total time
and effort which must be expended by the board and its staff.

The difficulties which arise from an all-inclusive organization center
around the collective negotiation efforts. If, for example, the one
organization bargains for teachers' as well as principals' salaries,
then the latter group,is at a severe disadvantage purely on the basis
of their numerical representation within the group. However, the
disadvantage is more apparent in matters unassociated with salaries
and other fringe benefits, such as transfer and promotion policies and
inservice trainingall of immediate interest to the classroom teacher.
It may also be true in the procedures for accommodating grievances.
If the organization's hearing panels for the consideration of grievances
include supervisory members, then it is argued that the teacher with

American Federation of 'Nicker& Collective Bervoihnine Contract.. Chicago, Ill. :1
The Federation. 1962. D. 24.
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a complaint agai a principal is at a considerable disadvantage.
In addition, a good deal of latitude exists within a definition of "work-
ing conditions" asiey are considered matters for negotiation. The
broad definition would include many of the factors affecting the
teacher's performance -within the classroom; and to the extent that
any of these factors can be controlled by a supervisory official, the
possibility of a conflicting view between the principal and the teacher
on the nature of remedy prohibits their membership in a body which
can make only a single recommendation to the higher authority. If
the two parties are in separate organizations, it is argued, then the
reviewing authority would hear both positions.

What, then, are the possible directions which a resolution of this
problem can take, assuming that the present stimulation in forum]
negotiation procedures continues? It is doubtful that teachers would
abandon all of the advantages of an all-inclusive organization. These
advantages are intangible but no less real. The need for unity, co-
hesiveness, and communication between the classroom teacher arid his
immediate and secondary supervisors is of great importance. A
single organization facilitates this need and will not be easily dis-
carded in our schools.

The problem, in summary, is the advantage of a unified approach to
educational problems versus the desire by the classroom teachers to
employ the proportionate power which their numbers provide to
obtain certain benefits and conditions of service. Local staffs may
develop multiple organizations with teachers in one group and their
supervisors in another; they may continue with the all-inclusive orga-
nization; or they may develop an all-inclusive organization for certain
system- and professional-wide matters, the pattern which existed in
several of the districts visited, including Webster Groves, Norwalk,
and Elmira. For purposes of negotiating salaries and other benefits
with the board of education, the classroom teachers function as an
organization independent of their supervisors. Which of the three
directions is followed in the next few years may well shape the
structure of teacher organizations for decades to come.

Role of the Superintendent

The superintendent of schools is the chief administrator and the execu-
tive officer of the school system. He is a teacher. He counsels with and
advises the board of education. He represents the school personnel in pro-
fessional and welfare matters in dealing with the board of education and
In the community. His position requires that he exert educational leader-
ship, state his educational point of view clearly in the community, and lead
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in the improvement of instruction without fear of criticism and with confi-
dence in his position. His advici is sought in the halls of the state legis-
lature. To perform this role, it is imperative that the superintendent give
leadership in all matters relative to personnel and in presenting proposals
to the school board.'

The National School Boards Association has presented the role of the
superintendent as: ". . . NSBA urges . . . policies whereby the su-
perintendent, as administrative officer of the board, can function as
a channel and interpreter of teacher concerns to the board and of board
responsibilities and concerns to the teacher. Direct hearings with the
board should be arranged through the superintendent if this proves
inadequate."

A description of the role of the superintendent in the negotiations
between the boards and the teachers in the seven districts covered by
this study is difficult. As advocated by the National Education Associ-
ation and the American Association of School Administrators, he acts
in the capacity of a professional leader of the staff as well as that of an
executive officer of the board of education.

Thy descriptions are not sufficient, however; to distinguish the
role of the superintendent in different situations, a role often deter-
mined by conflicting demands upon him. Nor would it be appropriate
to sugg-st that seven different types of roles might be ob-erved within
the seven districts studied., However, there were three situations which
may be discussed to illustrate some basic. differences in operational
procedures among the districts visited. The descriptions of these three
situations are only in terms of negotiations with the teacher organiza-
tionsthe discussion does not apply to the regular day-by-day pattern
of carrying on normal communications with the staff on problems of
concern, including personnel, curriculum, and the community.

Denver and Butte provide the most clearly distinctive forms. The
professional negotiation statement in Denver provides that negotia-
tions be carried on between the teachers' association and the super-
intendent of schools. Changes in board of education policy must
receive ultimate confirmation of the board; otherwise, the board of
education is involved only if the superintendent and the teachers'
representatives have reached an impasse. At this point, the board of
education "Shall meet together with the teacher organization repre-
sentatives and the superintendent in executive session to negotiate."
(The implication of this phrasethe board to negotiate with the . . .
superintendentwould appear to be confusing.) Thus, in Denver the

American Association of School Administrators, report of the Resolutions Committee,
Atlantic C14, N.J., Feb. 16-20, 1903. p. 202.

Approved by delegates to the 1963 National School Boards Association convention In
Denver, Colo.
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superintendent actually is one of the two negotiating parties. If an
impasse is reached between the superintendent and the teacher organi-
zation and an appeal is made to the board of education, the board then
becomes active in negotiationa The superintendent then becomes con-
sultant and adviser to both the board and the teacher organization
representatives.

Unlike Denver, in Butte all negotiations are carried on directly
between the teacher organization representatives and the board of
education. If thet_Butte board wishes the superintendent to negotiate
for it on an issue, a formal authorization is issued for the superintend-
ent to act as agent of the board. This procedure is in accordance with
the American Federation of Teachers' position which regards the
superintendent as belonging with the management and "an employer
at a negotiating session." The superintendent does, however, offer
assistance and necessary information as requested by either the teachers
or the board of education. The contrast between Butte and Denver is
in terms of the extent to which the superintendent carries on negotia-
tions relative to the extent to which they are conducted by the board.
In Denver, negotiations are conducted generally by the superintendent
and sometimes with the board; in Butte they are conducted geneAlly
by the board of education and sometimes by the superintendent/

This distinction between the situations in Butte and Denver-should
not be construed to suggest that the superintendent is any more or less
active in the total picture regarding board of education-teacher orga-
nization communication. The role of the superintendent vis-a-vis the
board of education should not be considered discretely from the role
of the superintendent vis-a-vis the teacher organization. On the one
hand, the teacher recommendation goes to the board with the super-
intendent acting as an agent-intermediary (with his cordplete recom-
mendation for approval, rejection, or compromise), while, on the other
hand, the teacher recommendation is received by the board of education
and then referred to the superintendent. In this latter situation, of
course, the possibility of direct compromise by the superintendent with
the teacher organization is prohibited by the format. However, in
either instance, both of these policy development processes must be
recognized as such and are distinct from policy approval, which' is a
matter of board action alone. The involvement by the superintend-
ent is not discernibly less in either situation.

A third example is the situation in Webster Groves, which may be
contrasted with the other twby the absence of formal rules of pro-
cedure. Whereas Denver and Butte offer a contrast in two types of
formal negotiations, Webster Groves offers an example of the informal
procedure as pertaining to the role of the superintendent; Since a
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member of the school board is a permanent member of the teachers'
association salary committee, negotiation sessions of any magnitude
between the board and the teachers seem unnecessary. In addition,
the superintendent's role in negotiations is not defined by a written
statement as in Denver or Butte, and hence his flexibility in operating
as both an adviser to the teachers as well as the executive officer of
the board is considerably wider.. When the teachers meet with the
board for salary proposals, for example, there is little exchange since
much of the discussion has been carried on in prior sessions with either
the board member of the salary committee or the superintendent. A
good deal of communication among the three parties is effected prior to
the final determination of salaries.

The other four districts exhibit patterns which would basically tend
to follow one of the above three. Norwalk has a negotiation contract,
and this in itself calls for direct communication with the board, thus
presenting a situation somewhat different from that in Denver or
Webster Groves. In addition, since the school system is fiscally
dependent, many financial data are obtained from the board of estimate
office, thus diminishing the superintendent's need to provide this type
of assistance.

In Utica, tlmira, and Racine, the pattern appears to be rather
similar. This includes involvement of the superintendent with the
teachers' salary committee at an early stage in the development of a
proposal for the ensuing year, and then somewhat of a withdrawal
of the activities of the superintendent until after the submission of
the proposal to the board of education. The superintendent does not
submit an alternate salary proposal as a standard practice in these
three districts; however, he is expected to offer suggestions and recom-
mendations in regard to the teachers' proposals to the board. This
again appears to be a common practice in each of the seven districts.

The situation in Utica, Elmira, and Racine is probably more typical
of the national picture, at least quantitatively, than those followed
in the other four systems. The entire negotiation procedure in these
three districts is relatively informal; there appears to be an absence
of actual bargaining because of the informal discussions with the
superintendent and the board which precede the formal presentation
of the teachers' proposal to the ebard. Typically, the responsibility
for making salary proposals of the administrative/supervisory group
is assumed by the superintendentnot necessarily because he desires
to do this, but because it is the traditional practice in the district.

A possible change in the accepted role of the superintendent in
negotiations, particularly in the larger school systems, should be noted.
He may increasingly assume the position of the negotiator for the
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board of education., This is particularly true if a greater amount of
complexity should developmore vigorous teacher organizations,
State legal rules and regulations, and a significant expansion of the
types of matters which are considered for negotiation. As the demands
upon time and effort, and for technical sophistication increase, or if
the definition of "conditions of work" expands appreciably, the boards
will probably be faced with one of two alternatives: Either the initial
negotiations will be handled by the superintendent's staff or a new
position will need to be created to represent the superintendent and/or
board of education in negotiations.

An additional factor which tends to support a possible change in the
superintendent's role arises from the suggestions that there should be
opportunity for appeal of impasses. Since such appeal plans center
upon mediation rather than arbitration, and since one traditional con-
cept of the role of the superintendent has approached that of a media-
tor between the board and the teachers, the establishment of such an
appeal procedure would appear to negate this mediatory responsibility
of the superintendent's. One alternative, which exists in Denver, is
for the board to act as the appeal board; but this is not, of course,
consistent with the demands of those teacher organizations which
desire an appeal through appropriate channels, labor or educational,
in the event of persistent disagreement.

It is probable that changes in the role of the superintendent, e.g.,
to become the board's negotiator, will be determined by forces other
than the superintendent himself. The continuation of his acceptance
in negotiation matters as both a leader of the professional staff as well
as a board executive may depend as much upon the wishes of either
the teachers' organization or the board of education as upon the desires
and abilities of the superintendent.

Kratzmann has noted that, "If highly organized bargaining situa-
tions come into being between teachers and school boards, the partici-
pation of the school superintendent in board decision making may be
diminished. In Alberta, where teachers and trustees alike are active

. at the provincial level, and where both groups have access to out-of-
district agents in times of disputes, the superintendent's role has been
reduced to that of providing pertinent information to both parties."'

The position of the NEA, the national organization representing
the great majority of the teachers, on the role of the superintendent
has not been as concise as that of the AFT. The latter clearly regards
the superintendent as the representative of the school board; the NEA
pictures him in a dual role, representing both the teachers and the

Arthur Kratsinann. "The Alberta Teachers' Association : A Prototype for the Ameri-
can Scene?' Atinitistrstor's Notebook, 12 : 4, October 1963.
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board. That this has 'caused some confusion is evident in a change
proposed to the original negotiations resolution adopted in Denver.

The 1962 resolution, while referring to either the board or the
teachers some 25 times, did not make a specific reference, by title, to
the superintendent. The possible exception was the term "profes-
sional channels," which has been interpreted to mean the chief admin-
istrative officer. The resolution, as revised at the July 1964 Seattle
meeting, contained this paragraph as a clarification of the superin-
tendent's role:

The cooperative development of policies is a professional approach which
recognizes that the superintendegt has a major responsibility to both the
teaching staff and school board.

Nature of the Agreement Between the Board of
Education and the Teacher Organization

The word "agreement" in this sense refers to a written statement
which outlines the relationship between the two parties. It may be a
rather detailed statement of policy, as in Denver; or it may be a more
formal contract with signatories and a termination date, as in Butte; or
it may merely be a simple sentence to the effect that the board recog-
nizes a particular group as the official organization for dealing with the
board in matters relating to salaries and conditions of work. These
three examples stand in contrast to the mere inclasion in the school
district personnel manual of the rules and regulations governing con-
ditions of service or their notation in the minutes of the board meetings.

Traditionally, teachers and their boards have based their mutual
responsibilities for comm 'cation on personnel matters on an un-
written, informal untie ding founded upon the trust and good will
established by the p ence of previous boards and staffs. Sup-
porters of a written agreement which formalizes these responsibilities
contend that it offers both parties the additional elements of continuity,
uniformity, and compliance without, hopefully, lessening the impor-
tance* of faith in human relations to a sound personnel program. They
view the use of a formal agreement as a supplement to and not a re-
placement for the existing procedure for carrying on discussions.
L"What features distinguish these written agreements from the more

typical situation in which no such statement of relationship exists?
The most common distinguishing characteristics would probably be the
stipulation that the board of education has agreed to discuss significant
changes in the staff personnel policy, changes in policy which may be
initiated by either the teachers or the board. Instead of a mere policy
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statement to confer with the staff on such matters, however, the agree-
ment specifies a particular organization which is considered representa-
tive of all or a segment of the instructional staff.

But the distinction among the several types of agreements is of
greater interest. This distinction is occasionally used to illustrate one
of the several differences between professional negotiations as advo-
cated by the NEA and collective bargaining as proposed by the AFT.
We have, on one hand, a professional negotiations statement; on the
other, a collect ive-bargaining contract.

Present professional negotiations statements have concentrated upon
a definition of procedural rules through which negotiations between
the two parties concerned will be conducted. Generally they exclude
a listing of those items, e.g., salaries, sick leave, and seniority, upon
which negotiations have taken place. The collective-bargaining con-
tracts, on the other hand, generally include a listing of the various
subjects upon which agreement has been reached.

Only three of the seven districts visitedButte, Denver, and Nor-
walkhad adopted a written agreement ; however, there are a number
of other school districts which have developed forms of agreements,
and two of thesefor Champaign, Ill., and Bremerton, Wash.are
included in the appendix. Champaign is one of the most prominent
recent examples of the professional negotiations approach. The
Bremerton Federation of Teachers and its board of education have
annually negotiated a working agreement or contract for the past
several decades.5

The Champaign and Denver statements are essentially board of
education resolutions which provide for an orderly method of han-
dling discussions of common concern between the board and the
teachers' organization. Thus, the statements should not be regarded
as "working agreements" or "negotiation contracts" in the sense that
the two parties annually negotiate and sign a new contract. These
two statements may also be characterized by their concentration on
procedures for negotiation rather than the substance of the matters
which are negotiated. The salary schedule, the sick leave provisions,
and the transfer policy, for example, do not appear within these two
statements. A distinct feature of the Champaign agreement is the
striking absence of the word "negotiation" from the text.

The Butte and Bremerton agreements are similar in that they con-
centrate almost exclusively upon the substance of the matters which

5 As a result of an election held Feb. 28, 1964, the Bremerton Education Association
will replace the Bremerton Federation of Teachers as the exclusive representative of the
teaching star In grades K-12. The BFT agreement which is referred to here, and of
which selected sections appear In the appendix, was terminated at the end of the 1968-64
contract period.
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are negotiated; and, with the exception of clauses on the duration
and renewal of the contract, little mention is made of procedural regu-
lations for the implementation of negotiations. In this sense, these
agreements would appear to be a substitute for a written personnel
guide, although they are negotiated annually and the signature of the
representative of the two parties are affixed thereto.

The Norwalk "group contract" is a combination of the above ap-
proaches. There is a section on recognition, a definition of negotiation,
and an agreement to abide by the provisions of a State j)int commit-
tee statement of recommendations for negotiation procedures, includ-
ing appeals from an impasse. However, the contract also includes
sections on salaries, working conditions, and teacher responsibilities
for termination of employment notices. This contract, then, combines
procedures with working conditions in one statement. It is nego-
tiated annually and includes the two parties as signatories of the
document.

Of particular interest within the existing formal agreements be-
tween teacher organizations and their boards of education is the
provision regarding communication with individuals and minority
membership groups. Several of these examples are noted:

New York."The Board recognizes the Union as the exclusive

teachers. . . . [This is followed by a definition of classroom teachers
alcing with certain exclusions.]

"Nothing contained herein shall be construed to prevent any board
official from meeting with any employee organization representing
classroom teachers for the purpose of hearing the views and proposals
of-its members, except that, as to matters presented by such organiza-
tions which are proper subjects of collective bargaining, the Union
shall be informed of the meeting and, as to those matters, any changes
or modifications shall be made only through negotiation with the
Union. . . .

"Nothing contained herein shall be construed to prevent any indi-
vidual employee from (1) informally discussing a complaint with his
immediate superior or (2) processing a grievance in his own behalf in
accordance with the grievance procedure hereinafter set forth in
Article VI." °

Champaign, 111."The Board of Education recognizes . . . that
the best interests of public education will be served by establishing
procedures to provide an orderly method for the Board of Education
and representatives of the Champaign Education Association to dis-

Agreement Between the Board of Bdroation of the City of New York and United
Federation of Teachers, Local I, American Federation of Teacher*, AFLCIO, OoverOop
Claseroom Teachers. July 1, 1963 Jane 80, 1066. p. 2.
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cuss matters of common concern, to reach a mutually satisfactory
agreement on these matters, and to appeal through professional and
educational channels in the event of an impasse."

Norwalk, Conn."The Board of Education of the City of Nor-
walk . . . recognizes the Norwalk Teachers Association . . . as rep-
resentative for all teachers employed and to be employed in the
Norwalk School System who have designated or will designate the
Association to be such by written notice to both parties too this
agreement.

"The rights of individuals and groups to be heard by the Board is
covered under the section agreeing to abide by the recommendation of
the Joint Committee of Board-Teacher Organization relationships."

Butte, Mont."The Board recognizes the Union as the exclusive
bargaining representative for the purpose of representing all teachers
covered by this agreement as to rates of pay, salaries, hours of employ.
ment, and all other terms and conditions of employment."

Bremerton, IV arth."It is understood and agreed that this Agree-
ment relates and applies to all certificated personnel except those em-
ployed in an administrative and/or supervisory capacity and that the
Bremerton Federation of Teachers is the sole bargaining agency for
the aforementioned personnel of this district concerning salary and
working coalitions covered in this contract.

"While the Teachers' Federation is the bargaining agent for the
teachers, nothing in this agreement shall be construed to remove the
right of the individual teacher to contact the Superintendent or the
Board to consider the problems of any individual or4group."

There are several items worthy of special note in an examination
of these recognition clauses. Denver recognizes the "majority group"
rather than one specified by name; this provides for recognition by
majority "membership" rather than by majority election. Norwalk
includes an agreement to abide by the joint committee statement; this
provides for an election which need not necemarily result in the recog-
nition of the group with the majority membership.

Another item is in regard to the rights of the individual and/or
minority groups. In some instances, these arespelled out in the agree-
ment; in others, they may be contained elsewhere, such as in the board
policy manual. Also, there is a distinction between having the right
to make proposals to the board as opposed to the right to negotiate
those proposals.

There are several important differences between current problems of
collective negotiation in private industry and those in education, as
indicated in the group contracts.
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One is the relatively higher degree of emphasis placed upon employ-
ment security in private industry. Teachers have not had cause for
concern with job security, and, if present enrollments and teacher
shortages continue to increase, they will not in the foreseeable future.

That this security consideration is not entirely ignored, however, is
apparent in several agreements including Anaconda, Mont., and Eau
Claire, Wis. The Anaconda agreement states:

In the event that it should. in the judgment of the trustees. become ad-
visable to reduce the number of the teaching staff, teachers shall be retained
in order of seniority. Seniority shall be determined by length of latest
continuous service in the Anaconda School System, provided always that
the seniority rule shall apply only to a position for which a teacher is clearly
qualified under the rules and regulations of the Montana State Board of
Education.'

In Eau Claire, Wis. :

Whenever it becomes necessary to lay off employees due to a shortage of
work or lack of funds, employees shall be laid off in inverse order of their
length of service; and whenever so laid off, such employees shall pos*as
rights of re-employment for a period not to exceed one year when vacancies
exist for which, in the opinion of the Superintendent of Schools, they are
qualified.'

These two examples illustrate both the seniority pitovision and the
job security provision. There are numerous other examples which
might be cited to suggest other particular features, such as procedures
for changing br affirming the bargaining agent, the opening of the
agreement, the processing of grievances, dues checkoffs, and the
no-striko clause.

Other features of less importance would include the indication of a
terminal date of the agreement as well as the fixing of signatures to the
contract by the appropriate representatives. These practices were
exemplified in Butte and Norwalk.

The no-strike provision is illustrated in Bremerton and Champaign.
In Bremerton, it is agreed upon as part of the contract between the
two parties; in Champaign, it appears with the board resolution. In
Denver, recognition of the negotiating unit is based upon majority
membership, and a built-in provision exists for a change in designa-
tion of the teachers' representative. Of Butte, Denver, and Norwalk,
only the latter spelled out the procedure for processing grievances.

It would appear, then, that considerable variation exists in the con-
tent among the current agreements between teacher organizations and
their boards of education. A few are quite complex. Many are limited
to a brief statement of board policy or a iesolution which recognizes

' American Federation of Teachers, op. cit.. p. 22-23.
*Ibid. p.
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the existence of a specific organization of teachers. These may, of
course, be the initial step in the development of a more thorough and
concise statement.

Third and lastly, some of the written statements on board-staff
relationships appear as resolutions of the board of education, while
others of very similar content provide for an agreement in that signa-
tures of the two parties are affixed. The resolutions generally outline
certain procedures through which the board has agreed to discuss
policy change and development; they provide for no commitment by
the teachers, and because they are resolutions they can be terminated by
unilateral action. Where a contract exists, provisions frequently are
found which call for some commitments on the part of the teachers'
organization, such as a "no-strike" statement.

The distinction between the professional negotiation agreement as
adopted by the Denver Board of Education and the collective-bargain-
ing contract as developed in the New York City Schools has been pre-
cisely stated by the Committee on Law of Government Employee
Relations of the American Bar Association .° The committee noted the
breadth of the Denver procedure, calling for negotiations at any time,
over any matter. The New York procedure was viewed as a com-
prehensive contract, limited to negotiation upon certain specified mat-
ters, subject to renegotiation at specified times.

The central question, stated by the committee in viewing the two
approaches; is "whether this concept of the scope of bilaterialism in the
relationship between school teachers and boards of education or an
'industrial relations' concept delineating between 'working conditions'
and 'management prerogative' will prevail." The question as to the
extent to which "management prerogatives will prevail" is of imme-
diate concern to school boards and superintendents as well as to the
two teacher organizations. It underlies much of the conflict among the
various-education organizations.

Professional Negotiation and Collective Bargaining

To implement the concern over the need for staff involvement in
personnel policy development, the National Education Association ad-
vocates a process known as professional negotiation. The American
Federation of Teachers urges collective bargaining. The difference

* Report of the Committee on Law of Government Employee Relations in 1968 proceed
Inas of &Mos of Labor Relations Law of the American Bar Association. Chicago:
American Bar Center, 1964. Bee section on "Employer-Employee Relations In Public
Education." p. 148-153.
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between the two approaches are difficult to define. Some important
similarities might be noted first. In either procedure, there are pro-
visions for (1) a direct, one-to-one relationship between the teachers
and the board of education, (2) the establishment of this relationship
through legislation, (3) the development of a written contract or pro-
cedural policy defining the implementation of the relationship, and (4)
the use of sanctions in the event of an ultimate decision which is un-
satisfactory to the teachers. There is also a fifth but limited agreement
on the use of third parties.

Many of the differences are stated in terms of the climate in which
negotiations take place rather than the operational procedures. The
climate may vary from district to district, depending upon many fac-
tors unassociated with orderly procedural rules of operation. There
are, however, several important possible procedural criteria which are
used to distinguish the two approaches.

First is the use of educational as opposed to labor channels for the
establishment of operating procedures, including appeals from im-
passes. Professional negotiation would seemingly be covered within
the education code in each State, and the services and resources of any
State labor mediation agencies would not be available to education
agencies. Collective bargaining for teachers would presumably rely
upon the services of each State labor of and the regulations for con-
duct of negotiations would be within the State labor code.

Second, there is the issue of the relationship of the teachers' organi-
zation with forces external to the teaching profession. Thus, the
local units of the American Federation of Teachers are affiliated
through the organizational structure with noneducational groups;
i.e., the AFL-CIO. This same type of relationship is not character-
istic of the local units of the National Education Association.

Third, there is the use of strikes and sanctions. It is awkward to
use these tactics to distinguish professional negotiation from collective
bargaining. In either case, the weapon is being used to gain certain
conditions by the employee group; and an immediate, even if tem-
porary, penalty is imposed upon the students. Advocates of either
strikes or sanctions would argue, however, that the long-range gains
are sufficient to justify this penalty which the students must suffer
temporarily. The dist' nction between strikes and sanctions as to their
appropriateness on ethical grounds also is not apparent.

The use of this weaponthe strikemay be more applicable as a
means of distinguishing the positions of the NEA from the AFT than
to distinguish collective bargaining from professional/ negotiation.
(See the appendix for the 1963 resolution of the AFT on collective
bargaining.)
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Fourth, the composition of membership of the negotiating unit is
a possible distinction. Although this may be a factor at the national
level, the seven districts visited showed that no set pattern existed at
the local level which would make membership a valid feature for dis-
tinction, For example, school principals may be members of the local
bargaining unit, regardless of the national affiliation.

Fifth, there is the difference between the two organizations as to
the role of the superintendent. The AFT regards the superintendent
as a representative of the board of education and, as such, one oche
two negotiating parties. The NEA views the superintendent in a dual
role, Offering assistance and advice to the board and to the teachers.

Individually or in toto, the above factors do not present decisive
significant differences between the two terms, professional negotiation
and collective bargaining. This lack of distinction may be illustrated
by a statement of the Commissioner of the Wisconsin Employment
Relations Board :

I am unable to understand, because of my experience in several thousand
mediation sessions in private employment, that there Is any substantive
distinction between the term collective bargainingas used in private em-
ployment and the term professional negotiation as used . . . to describe
the action desired by the teachers' association In their discussions with the
school boards about salaries and working conditions."

Nor is the distinction always stated with decisiveness among the
teachers' organizations. The June 1963 issue of the Detroit Feder-
ation of Teachers' (AFT) newspaper defined collective bargaining
as "an orderly procedure, developed over a great many years, for
employee organizations and management to use in settling problems
that inevitably arise in the course of any employment." As opposed
to this, professional negotiation was defined as "what we have been

working with to date." The newspaper added : "It has not proved
effective." The use of an orderly procedure would not be a critical
distinction between the two terms.

Seven months later, the January 22 issue of the Detroit Education
Association (NEA,,) News discussed four major objections to collective
bargaining relative to professional negotiations. One of the four
objections and distinctions was that collective bargaining entails mul-
tiple bargaining units. The piocedures in Butte (collective bargain-
ing) and Denver (professional negotiations) would not support this
characteristic as being a distinctive one.

And lastly, from the point of view')of a school board member, "Pro-
fessional negotiations are similar to collective bargaining with the
major difference appearing to be that the third party to mediate

l Minnesota School BoardsAmodation. Minnesota School Board Journal, September
1962. p. 8.
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differences would be selected from the State Department of Education
rather than from the State Department of Labor." "

The above quotations have not been presented merely to support
a position as to the similarity of the two terms, but rather to suggest
that considerable confusion may exist among that large group of
citizensthe parents and other patrons of the schoolsas to the nature
of the requests which teacher organizations are currently making as
to their involvement in the development of policies affecting the con-
ditions under which teachers are employed and serve. The teachers'
organizations would appear to have both an internal problem of
offering a more definitive distinction between the two procedures, as
well as an external problem of providing greater clarity to the impor-
tance of a collective negotiation procedure which extends beyond that
now typically offered and accepted in a large number of school dis-
tricts of the Nation.

Greater clarity could perhaps be added if concentration were upon
the positions of the NEA and the AFT rather than upon professional
negotiation versus collective bargaining. There are differences be-
tween the two orgatAz,ations' approach to collective negotiation which
are independent o t e issue of the use of collective-bargaining proce-
dures in education.

n Ibid. p. 12,

fi
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CHAPTER VI

Summary

THE ISSUES, problems, and practices which have been discussed
have been rather selective. Generally, this selectivity has tended

to ignore certain of the issues which have been debated rather emo-
tionally and to concentrate instead upon certain procedural problems
which are arising and being resolved as teachers attempt to work
more closely with their boards of education.

No effort has been made in this bulletin to relate judicial and legis-
lative actions to the area of negotiation, bargaining, strikes, sanctions,
and organizational membership and recognition. Such legal decisions
have obvious implications for continued developments in the efforts
of teachers to achieve collective negotiation. However, there is a large
area of the question which is and must be debated quite independent
of existing State legislation.

A second area which has generally been ignored is the well-publicized
schism between the positions of the National Education Association
and the American Federation of Teachers. An important problem
has arisen from the development of teacher organizationsthe NEA
and AFT local affiliatesas groups competitive with the local school
system in terms of rival structures through which personnel as well
as curriculum problems are attacked. The major issue, however,
has become one of the authority of the local school boardthe
ability of the school board to make a unilateral decision without any
provision for appeal by the teacher organizations from that decision
other than a 4udicial review if appropriate.

The issues which have been singled out for discussion have a high
degree of importance as they relate to procedural rules whose imple-
mentation signifies certain potential changes for public education.
Of major importance has been the matter of the definition of the
items which might be considered negotiable. Examples of current or
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proposed matters range from salaries to promotion, inservice training,
and the curricular program. As this definition is extended, the im -'
portance, time, effort, and funds devoted to negotiations between the
boards and the teachers will undoubtedly increase.

Another matter of considerable concern, particularly to school
boards, is the proposal that provisions be made for mediation of any
impasses arising from negotiations with their teacher organizations.
This issue has probably received less attention than the propriety of
sanctions and strikes by teachers. The importance of the proposal
was noted, as were certain similarities of such third-party mediation
efforts. with current practices in industrial collective bargaining.

Some attention was also given to the role of the superintendent in
professional negotiation and collective bargaining. There is little
question that the efforts of teachers to negotiate directly with their
boards of education pave caused some concern among the chief school
administrators. The discussion on the role of the superintendent
attempted to indicate three different operating procedures within the
seven districts visited and then to hypothesize possible trends. It did
not attempt to analyze the role as viewed by the three interested
partiesthe superintendent, the teacher organization, and the board
of education.

The membership of the unit which negotiates with the board of
education can take one of several forms. First, it can be all-inclusive,
with all members of the instructional staff within the same organiza-
tion. Second, the classroom teachers may have their own group for
negotiation purposes. Third, there may be a number of variations
dependent upon the organization of principals and supervisors or
the existence of more than one employee organization. A unbar of
examples of these different patterns were identified withifi the seven
districts included within the study.

Finally, two points should be emphasized. First, the relatively
high degree of attention given in current discussion to the possible
relationship between professional negotiations and collective bargain-
ing has tended to obscure discussions of the implications for the

\ sihools of changes in teacher association-board of education relation-
ships. The desirability or undesirability of collective negotiation
should be discussed in terms of these possible changes rather than in
terms of the equability of the two procedures. Second, and more
important, is the goal to be advanced for the establishment of ma-
chinery to mandate any particular type of negotiation procedure. It
is the consideration of what professional negotiation and/or .col-
lective bargaining will or will slot do for American education which
will be receiving increased attention by the teachers, the school boards,
and, of course, the major "third party"our society itself.

133-144
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With the exception of those communities which have been directly
involved in such actions as strikes or sanctions, the discussions to
date have not appeared to make a strong impression upon the lay
public. Hopefully, the public will become more aware of the issues,
and, hopefully, their awareness will arise from an increased discus-
sion on the matter rather than through a crisis situation in individual
communities.

The importance of discussion on this problem and its significance has
been clearly stated by Dr. John H. Fischer, president of Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University. Writing in the February 1964 Teachers
College Record, he noted :

Virtually every innovation in American schools during the coming decade
will be influenced by two strong currents of change. One of these is the
growing effort to improve relations between races. The other is the increas-
ing insistence of teachers on the right to elpresa their views on school policy
questions.
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APPENDIX

Statements on Board-Staff Relations

The following are representative statements which have been issued
by national, State, and local education organizations.

The NEA and the NSBA policies are reproduced with permission
from the NEA publication, Guideline., for Profeeaional Negotiation.

National Education Association Resolution No. 15'

Professional Negotiation

Tam rr.scarrio profession has the ultimate aim of providing the best possible
education for all the people. It is a professional calling and a public trust.

Boards of education have the same aim and share this trust.
The National Education Association calls upon boards of education In all

school districts to recognise their identity of interest with the teaching profession.
The National Education Association insists on the right of professional associ-

ations, through democratically selected representatives using professional chan-
nels, to participate with boards of education In the determination of policies of
common concern, including salary and other conditions of professional service.

Recognising both the legal authority of boards of education and the educational
competencies of the teaching profession, the two groups should view the consider-
ation of matters of mutual concern as a joint responsibility.

The seeking of consensus and mutual agreement on a professional basis should
preclude the arbitrary exercise of unilateral authority by boards of education and
the use of the strike by teachers.
*The Association believes that procedures must be established which provide
an orderly method for professional education associations and boards of ednca-

'Approved as Resolution 18 at the 1962 NRA convection, Denver, Colo. At the 1983
convention In Detroit, Mich., July 5. one change was made : the word *kola! was changed
to wait in line 1. paragraph 6.

The 1964 NRA convention at Seattle amended this resolution to include (1) the deletion
of the seventh paragraph on industrial disputes and (2) the addition of a paragraph
reading :

tirnifecognising the legal authority of the board of education, the administrative rune-
of the superintendent, and the professional competencies of teachers. matters of

mutual concern should be viewed as a }ant responsibility. The cooperative develop-
ment of policies is a professional approach which recognises that the superintendent
bits a major responsibility to both the teaching stall and school board.

The word 'superintendent" Is thus added to the resolution.
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lion to reach mutually satisfactory agreements. These procedures should include
provisions for appeal through designated educational channels when agreement
cannot be reached.

Under no circumstances should the resolution of differences between profes-
sional associations and boards of education be sought through channels set upfor handling industrial disputes. The 'teacher's situation is completely unlikethat of an Industrial employee. A board of education is not a private employer,
and a teacher is not a private employee. Both are public servants. Both arecommitted to serve the common, indivisible interest of all persona and groupsin the community in the best possible education for their children. Teachers andboards of education can perform their indispensable functions only If they actin terms of their identity of purpose in carrying out this commitment. Industrial-
disputes conciliation machinery, which assumes a conflict of interest and a
diversity of purpose between persons and groups, is not appropriate to profes-sional negotiation in public education.

The National Education Association calls upon its members and upon boardsof education to seek state legislation and local board action which clearly and
firmly establishes these rights for the teaching profession.



National School Boards Association Policy

Teacher-Superintendent-Board Relations

Tr's inners of teacher unions to obtain collective bargaining rights and the
activities and programs of professional teacher organizations calling for pro-

fessional negotiations and sanctions will have significant effect upon the operation
of our public schools in the years ahead. The National School Boards Association
is opposed to sanctions, boycotts, strikes, or mandated mediation against school
districts and does not consider them to be proper remedies for use in problem
situations. The authority of the board of education is established by law and
this authority may not be delegated to others.

The National School Boards Association, therefore, reaffirms and endorses its
policy on teacher relations. In order that the course of action necessary to
implement this policy may be planned deliberately and purposely, NSBA urges
each local board to review its policies, procedures, and activities and to give
careful consideration to incorporating the following items if they are not included.

A. Procedures which will actively involve school boards, the administrative
staff, and teachers in discussing total budget needs with particular em-
phasis on the determination of salaries and the handling of grievances.

B. Written policies concerning the above procedures that are widely dis-
seminated, and presented in such a way that they are clearly understood
by all parties concernedthe teacher, administrative staff; the board of
education, and the general public.

C. Policies whereby the superintendent, as administrative officer of the
board, can function as a channel and interpreter of teacher concerns to
the board and of board responsibilities and concerns to the teacher.
Direct hearings with the board should be arranged through the superin-
tendent if this proves inadequate.

D. In addition, incal boards should support their state school boards associ-
ations in oppbsing legislation which condones sanctions, boycotts, strikes,
or mandated mediation against school districts. In the event such
legislation or Judicial decisions exist, state school boards associations
are urged to seek appropriate legal means to repeal or overrule them.

Apnrdved by delegates to the 1968 NSBA convention In Denver, Colo., and reaffirmed
in substance at the 1964 convention in Houston.

68
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American Federation of Teachers Resolution No. 79*

Collective Bargaining

WHEREAS, the American Federation of Teachers has pioneered in the estab-
lishment of collective bargaining for teachers, and

WHEREAS, collective bargaining is recognized as the beat technique for the
realization of economic democracy and the peaceful resolution of conflicts, and

WHEREAS, numerous boards of education have refused to grant the right to a
representation election in accordance with established policy, procedure, and
practice in other areas of employment, and

WHEREAS, even after the establishment of collective bargaining school b8ards
often fail to bargain In good faith, Tuzazrosz Ba IT :

RESOLVED, That the AFT recognize the right of locals to strike under certain
circumstances, and

BE 11.1' FURTHER RESOLVED, That the AFT urge the AFL-CIO and affiliated
International unions to support such strikes when they occur.

Approved at the 47th annual convention of the American Federation of Teachers,
New York, N.Y., Aug. 19-28, 1988, and reprinted from the Convention Proceedings with
permission.
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Report of the Committee on Working Relations Between Boards
of Education and Teachers Organizations

Part One

Policy Statements on Working Relations Recommended to
Boards of Education, Superintendents of Schools, and Teachers

I. In their consideration of problems of working relations, the board of educa-
tion, the superintendent of schools and the teachers should keep paramount
the interests of the students.

II. The superintendent of schools, with responsibilities to the board and
the teachers, should be expected to advise both groups in accordance with
his best professional judgment, and should be actively involved in all
proceedings between the two groups.

III. The board of education and the teachers should establish and follow pro-
cedures which will promote understanding, confidence and agreement.

IN The board of education and the teachers have a responsibility to confer
about problems of working relations.

V. Teachers should participate In discussions with the board through a com-
mittee of the organization chosen by the professional staff for purposes
of representation.

VI. The board of education and the teachers should cooperate in identifying
and stddying problems which may affect working relations before either
group takes an official position.

VII. The board of education and the teachers should work together in good
faith to reach agreement in the solution of these problems.

VIII. The board of education should have due regard for the professional status
of the teachers. -

IX. The board of education must recognize its obligation to fulfill its statutory
duties, including its responsibility for employing teachers and determining
teachers' salaries.

X. The teachers should recognize that the board of education has statutory
powers, duties and obligations which it may not surrender.

6.,,

Approved by the Connecticut State Board of Education, Nov. T, 1952, and the executive
boards of the Connecticut Association of Boards of Education, Connecticut Association of
Public School Superintendents, and the Connecticut Education Association. Reprinted
from the Cowasotiost Teacher with perodusion.
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Part Two
69

Recommended Procedures for Good Working Relations Between
Boards of Education and Teachers

If a board of education and the teachers are to work together harmoniously,
procedures should be established for orderly, free and thorough discussion .kof
working relations. These procedures should he flexible enough to meet the
many different situations which may arise. The following procedures are sug-
gested as one means of seeking agreement between the teachers and the board
of education on such matters as salaries and other personnel policies.
I. SELECTION OF REPRESENTATIVES

A. The board of education as a whole or a committee to represent the board
should work with teachers representatives in the consideration of work-.ing relations.

B. The committee representing the teachers should be selected through their
organization or organizations.
1. Where there is only one teachers organization, the board of educa-

tion should negotiate with representatives of thitt group.
2. Where there is more than one teachers organization, the board of

education should negotiate with representatives of the group which
It deterfinines constitutes a majority of the professional staff. (Except
as provided in 3 or 4.)

3. If the organizations reach an agreement on the composition of tbwom-
tnittee to represent the teachers, the hoard should recognize the com-
mittee for that purpose.

4. Upon written request by at least twenty percent of the professional
staff, the board of education should arrange for a referendum to deter-
mine which organization should represent the teachers in negotiations
with the board.
The referendum should be under the supervision of the board. Rules
for the conduct of the referendum should be determined in consulta-
tion with teachers representatives. Voting should be by secret ballot,
and should be open to all members of the professional staff. The
organization receiving a majority Of the votes cast should be recognized
as the group to represent the teachers in negotiations with the board.
The referendum result should-be accepted until in any subseqtent year
a referendum is requested and conducted in accordance wish the pro-
cedures described above, or until the teachers agree upon icommittee
to represent them as provided In PART TWO, Section I (B-3) above.

C.,Prior to reaching a final decision on matters under negotiation the board,,,
should provide opportunity for any teacher,, group of teachers, or other
teachers organizations to be heard.

II. THE SUPERINTENDENT'S ROLE
The superintendent should be present at all meetings and participate in all

negotiations between the teachers and the board. Out of his knowledge of his
own school system and practices elsewhere, the superintendent should he expected
to provide information and counsel to both the board and the teachers..
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III. MEETINGS AND PROCEDURAL POLICIES
A. The initial meeting of the board with the teachers representatives should

be arranged through the superintendent early in the school year.
B. The board and the teachers representatives should together review and

discuss pertinent information prior to taking a final position.
C. All members of the board and all of the teachers should be kept informed

of the progress of the discussions.
D. There should be agreement on policies regarding press relations and

public information.
E. On occasion it may be desirable to invite observers or consultants to

attend the meetings. Such invitations should be extended only with
agreement of both the board and the teachers representatives.

IV. THE REACHING OF AGREEMENTS"
A. When the hoard and the teachers representatives have reached a proposed

agreement, it should be prepared as a written recommendation for both
groups.

B. If the board and the teachers representatives are unable to agree, they
should seek further instruction from their respective groups. All rea-
sonable means, including expert guidance, should be employed in an effort
to reach agreement.

C. When an agreement has been approved by both groups, it should be
adopted by a formal board vote as official policy.

V. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF TEACHERS' SALARY SCHEDULES
A. The establishment of the teachers' salary schedule is an integral part

of the budget procedure of the board of education. If the board is to
submit valid estimates to the town fiscal authorities, it must base these
upon a firm salary schedule which it has adopted. Consequently, the
board of education and the teachers should seek to reach agreementon the
salary schedule prior to the time when the board of education is required
to submit its budget estimates. When such agreement has been reached,
the board of education should take official action tritadopt the schedule
and should issue binding contracts which are based on the schedule and
are not contingent upon subsequent action by other agencies.

B. In the event such agreement has not been reached, the board of education
must, nevertheless, adopt a schedule in order to issue contracts on such
terms as it believes necessary.

Part Three

Procedures in Cases of Persistent Disagreement

I. FINAL LOCAL EFFORT
A. Atter every effort has been made to resolve the dispute at the local level

and the suggested procedures have not produced an agreement, the two
groups should.secure a review by an outside person or agency to analyze
the points at issue and the position of each party, and to- recommehd
a basis for settlement.
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1. The outside person or agency might be a college or university faculty
member who 18 an expert in this field, a retired superintendent of
schools, a representative of a state educational organization or any
person with appropriate qualifications.

2. A review committee might be established by each group naming one
member of the committee and thee* two naming the third member.

II. REFERRAL TO THE SECRETARY
A. If either group concludes that an appeal to the Secretary of the State

Board of Education (hereinafter referred to as "the Secretary") Is war-
ranted, the board or the teachers, preferably through their state organiza-
tion, should inform the Secretary of the dispute and request him totake action. The requesting group should submit documentary evidence
to support the contention that the educational interests of the state arein jeopardy.

B. Some Criteria for Referral .6

1. Before referring their disagreement to the SeCretary, the board and
the teachers should consider carefully whether such an appeal is justi-
fied. The criteria to be applied might include :

' a. Are the points in dispute sufficiently serious?
b. Are the positions of the groups widely divergent?
c. Does the recent record of teacher-board relations reveal unreason-

able action on either side?
d. Is there evidence that the disagreOment has resulted 'in significant

deterioration of morale?

III. ACTION BY THE SECRETARY
A. The Secretary will determine whether the educational interests of the

state are in Jeopardy.
1. If he finds that these educational interests are not in jeopardy, he will

so notify the parties involved and inform them of the reasons for his
decision.

2. If he finds that these educational interests are in jeopardy, he will
so notify the parties involved and impress upon them the necessity to
cooperate with him in seeking an agreement.

B. The Secretary will appoint a representative or a committee to meet with
the board, the superintendent of schools, the teachers representatives
and, if it seems desirable, any other official, and to take any other meas.
urea which may help to bring about an agreement.

C. If an agreement cannot be reached in a reasonable time, the representative
or the committee will notifly the Secretary who may call together the
board members, the superintendent of schools and the teachers repre-
sentatives or follow other procedures which seem most likely to achieve
an agreement.

D. If agreement is not achieved, the Secretary will so report to the State
Board of Education and will give public notice of his findings. The
Secretary will take such other steps as are necessary to protect the edu-
tStional interests of the state.



Norwalk, Conn.

GROUP CONTRACT

The Board of Education of the City of Norwalk and the Norwalk Teachers
Association, a voluntary association, do hereby agree that the welfare of the
children of Norwalk is paramount in the operation of the school and will be
diligently promoted by both parties, and that the good morale of the school's staff
is necessary to the greatest welfare of the children. To promote these objectives,
the parties do hereby agree as follows :

Section IRecognition
A. The Board of Education of the City of Norwalk, hereinafter referred to as

the BOARD, recognizes the Norwalk Teachers' Association, hereinafter referred to
as the ASSOCIATION, as retresefftative of and for all the teachers employed and to
be employed in the Norwalk School System who have designated, or wilt designate
the Association to be such by written notice to both parties to this agreement.

B. The Association recognizes the Board as the elected representatives of the
people of Norwalk, and as the employer of teachers employed to the Norwalk
School System.

C. The purpose of the recognition recited above is the mutual agreement that
the parties will negotiate with regard to all matters permitted by applicable
law to be negotiated between them within such limitations recited by law.

D. The parties mean by the word "negotiation" a sincere and honest effekt to
discuss their problems in order to reach a mutually fair agreement concerning
them. For the purposes of negotiation, the Association shall represent Its mem-
bers who hold the following positions : classroom and special teachers, guidance
counsellors, nurses, dental hygienists, speech and hearing therapists, viaitiu
teachers, psychological examiners, and school ararlans. All other positions tIe
Board has designated as administrative.

Section IIWorking Relations
The parties agree to accept and abide by the recommendations of the "Report

of The Connecticut ComMittee on Working Relations of Boards of Education
and Teacher Organizations, Revised April, 1967" In their relationships. This Is
the Committee of Nine Report which is attached.

Section III*orkitig Conditio
A. The sex or place of domicile of any member of the Ass iation shall not be

cause for discrimination in respect to employment or continuance of employment
under this contract.
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B. Conditions of employment and working conditions shall be as stated in the

rules and regulations of the Board, or, In the absence of applicable rules, accord-
ing to accepted precedent. Upon request, the Association will be given the oppor-
tunity to discuss any change of conditions with the Board before such changeshall became effective.

Section IVAssociation Activities
The Association agrees that all of its association activities will be, conducted

so as not to interfere with regular teaching duties and obligations.

Section V-- Grievances
A. A "grievance" is defined to be the subject matter of a specific complaint by

an Association member, or by either piirty to this agreement concerning anyaspect of their mutual relationship.
It. The order of presenting grievances shall be as follows :

In the Department of Education :

1. Administ ratoroncerned 4. Personnel Committee
2. General Supervisor 5. Board of Education
3. Superintendent

In the Association :
1. Member or Officer 3. Full Membership
2. Professional Committee

C. A grievance may be handled personally or through authorized representa-
tives. Each case shall first be discussed with the aggrieving party and then in
turn, if not resolved, with each of his superiors in the grievance order. Griev-
ances appealed to levels 3, 4, or 5 of the Department of Education, or 2 and 3 of
the Norwalk Teachers' Association shall be presented In writing.

D. Every effort will be made to attend to grievances as promptly as possible.
If a decision seems delayed unduly, then the aggrieved May go on to the next step.

Section VITermination
A. Members of the school staff desiring to resign will give at least 30 days'

written notice.
B. The parties to this agreement undertake to emphasize to the entire profes-

sional staff that the education of the boys and girls Is affected adversely by
personnel changes during the school year. It Is particularly difficult to obtain
replacements during the school year, and the difficulty is increased when changes
must be made within a limited amount of time.

C. Teachers are expected to complete their contracts. When a resignation
must be submitted during the year, 30 days' notice is to be regarded only asa minimum, with more frante notice provided wherever possible.

Section VIISalaries
A. Salaries to be paid from year to year shall be that paid by the Board of

Education to employees of similar training and experience for similar work.
B. Salaries shall be determined on a ratio basis and for 1963-64 shall be

based upon the attached schedule agreed to by the Board of Education and the
Norwalk Teachers Association. Payments in accordance therewith shall be made
at the middle and end of each month.

L
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Section VIII
This contract shall remain in force until July 1, 1984, at eight o'clock in the

morning.

IN Wrrma.ss WHERaor, the parties hereto have set their hands at Norwalk, Con-
necticut, the 2d day of April, 1963.

By

a

THE BOARD or EDUCATION Or THE CITY
Or NORWALK,

(Its Chairman)
THE NORWALK TILACHERN ARBOCIATIoN

Sle



Denver, Colo.

1Statement of Teacher-Administrator-Board of Education
Relationships

Preamble

Recognizing that providing a high quality education for the children of DenverIs the paramount aim of this school district, and that good morale in the teachingstaff is necessary for the best education of the children,
We do hereby declare that:
A. The Board of Education, under law, has the final responsibility of estab-lishing policies for the district.
B. The superintendent and his staff have the responsibility of carrying outthe policies established.
C. The professional teaching personnel have the ultimate responsibility ofproviding the best possible education in the classroom.

Principles
I. Attainnkent of Objectives

Attainment of the objectives of the educational program conducted in theschools of the district requires mutual understanding and cooperation amongthe Board of Education, the superintendent and his administrative staff, theprofessional personnel, the classified personnel, and other citizens of the com-munity. To this end, free and open exchange of views is desirable, proper, andnecessary.

II. Teachers and Teachers' Organisations
It is recognized that teaching is a profession requiring the possession of spe-cialized educational qualifications, and that the success of the educational prb-gram conducted in the public schools of the district 'depends upon the willingservices of ell-qualified teachers, who are reasonably well- satisfied with theconditions tinder which their services are rendered. It Is further recognisedthat teachers have the right to join, or to refrain from joining, any organisationfor their professittal or economic improvement and for the advancement ofpublic education, t that membership in any organisation shall not be requiredas a condition of employment of a teacher In the schools of the district.

III. Recognition
The Board of Education will recognise for the purpose of negotiating pro-posals the classroom teacher organization which has as members a majority ofcontract teachers employed by the Denver Public Schools and which submits a

75
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list of names of Its members to the Board of Education not later than January 1
of each year (January 31, 1963, and January 1 thereafter). Such teacher
organization shall admit persons to membership without discrimination on the

sis of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, or marital status. Procedures
for negotiating are set forth in the outline of procedures which follows this
declaration of principles.

Any teacher or any other teacher organization may present information or
proposals to the Board of Education and the superintendent.

Procedures

I. Inaugurating Negotiations
A. Written requests for negotiations will be submitted by the teacher

organization to the superintendent, or by the superintendent to the teacher
organization.
1. The subject matter to be considered will be specified.
2. Persons who will participate in negotiations will be named.

B. A written affirmative response will be made and a mutually satisfactory
time for the first meeting will be agreed upon,

or
C. A written negative response will be made.

In this case, the teacher organization and/or the superin ndent may
present the request or recommendation directly to the Board o Education.

The teacher organization and the superintendent also may present tile
discuss the issues

with the Board. Ca

The Board will :
1. Decide that negotiations will be held, in which case procedures out-

lined in II will be followed.

2. 'Decide that negotiations will not be held, in which case the teacher
organization will decide upon Its own course of action.

8. Adopt an alternative.
IL Conducting Negotiations

A. Meetings
Meetings between representative(s) of the teacher organization and

the superintendent or his official representative(s) will be scheduled for
a mutually satisfactory time.
1. Relevant data and supporagg information, proposals, and counter-

proposals will be presented.
2. Consultants may be used if deemed advisable by either,party.
3. During the period of consideration, interim reports of progress may be

made to the teacher organization by its representative(e) and to the
Board of Education by the superintendent.

4. While negotiations are in process, any releases prepared for news
media will be approved by both groups.

B. Reporting
1. When the participants reach a consensus, a joint report will be pre-

pared and presented to the Board and to the teacher organization.
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2. In the event a consensus is not reached, reports may be presented tothe Board of Education by either or both parties.

C. Action
1. When a joint report Is presented, and

a. The representatives of the teacher organization affirm acceptanceof the report, and
b. The Board of Education accepts the report, the recommendations ofthe report will be put into effect by the superintendent.

2. When the representatives of the teacher organization and the super-intendent cannot reach agreement and have presented their separatereports to the Board of Education, or when the Board rejects a jointreport, the representatives of the teacher organization or the super-intendent may appeal to the Board at a regular or special meeting.If an appeal is made and if requested by the representatives of theteacher organization, the Board of Education shall meet together withthe teacher organization representatives and the superintendent inexecutive session to negotiate. Upon mutual agreement, other personsmay be called in to act as consultants. Final decision of the Boardof Education on the subject of the appeal will be made at a regular orspecial meeting of the Board. 4



Butte, Mont.

Statement of Rules of Employment

Rules of Employment

of Teachers, Principals and Administrators in the Schools of School District
No. 1, and Master Agreement. Between Board of School Trustees of School
District No. 1 and the Butte Teachers' Union, Local 33Z, A.F.T. (AFL -CIO),
all of Silver Bow County, State of Montana.

Rule 6
Credentials Committee

There shall be a credentials committee composed of two representatives from
the Butte Teachers' Union, two representatives of the Board of Trustees of
School District No. I, and one representative from one of the units of the Montana
State University system. The credentials committee shall review the qualifica-
tions and experience of teachers hired in School District No. 1 for the purpose
of placing them correctly on the salary schedule adopted by the School Board
for each year.

Rule 7

VacanciesHow Filled

When any vacancy or new position in the teaching Corps or In the adminis-
trative positions in elementary, Junior high and senior high schools in School
District No. 1 is created, the Superintendent shall declare the vacancy or new
position and publish a call to fill the vacancy or new position by posting notice
of the same at each school in the district, stating the position to be filled and
the qualifications necessary. Teachers, principals and administrators, who are
members of the Butte Teachers' Union, who apply to fill the vacancy and who
have the qualifications, shall be placed upon the eligible list in the order of
their seniority of service, and following them, new applicants shall be placed
on the, eligible list in the order of filing applications. The Superintendent shall
recommend to the Board that each vacancy or new position to be filled from the
eligible list in the order in which the names appear thereon, if, in his judgment,
no other teacher is better qualified for each position. From the names so rec-
ommended by the Superintendent, the Board shall elect the teacher or teachers
to fill the position. The Superintendent, if requested by any member of the
Board, or by the Butte Teachers' Union, shall show cause, for failing to recom-
mend a teacher in tie order in which his name appears upon the eligible

Noys.Itoles selected on the Owns of pertinency.
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Rule 8
Teaching and Administrative Vacancies

79

All vacancies in teaching and administrative positions in elementary, juniorhigh and senior high schools in Scab' District No. 1, shall be filled by membersof the Butte Teachers' Union when such candidates are available.

Rule 11
Recommendation by Superintendent of T ching Corps

At or before the last regular meeting of the Board o ustees in March ofeach year, the Superintendent shall submit to the Board of rustees a list of allmembers of the teaching corps for the ensuing year, with'the salary to be paidto each in accordance with the Master Agreement between the Board and theUnion.

Rule 21

Complaints Against Teacher

Before action is taken on any complaint against a teacher, of any nature,such complaint must be submitted to the Board of Trustees in writing and dulysigned. When a written complaint has been made against a teacher, he shall beentitled to a hearing at a regular or special meeting of the Board.

Rule 22

Rule Changes

These rules shall continue and be In full force and effect from year to yearunless changes are requested by the Board of Trustees or by the Butte Teachers'Union. Notice of such requested changes must be given by March 1 of each year.

Rule 31

Yearly Negotiations

Negotiations shall begin each year after January 1 and be compler beforeMarch 15:
In case of emergency this contract may be reopened at any time with theconsent of both parties.

Rule 32

Union Recognition
The Board recognises the Union as the exclusive bargaining representativefor the purpose of representing all 'teachers covered by this agreement as torates of pay, salaries, hours of employment, and all other terms and conditionsof employment

4



Bremerton, Wash.
[As a result of an election held Feb, 28, 1964, the Bremerton Education Asso-

ciation will replace the Bremerton Federation of .Teachers as the exclusive rep-
resentative of the teaching staff in grades K-12. Tlfe BFT agreement which is
referred to here was terminated at the end of the 1963-64 contract period. The
BFT, however, remains the bargaining agent for the junior college staff by a
separate election held the same date.)

WORKING AGREEMENT

This agreement is made and entered into this 1st day of July, 1963, by and
between the Board of Directors of Bremerton School District 100-C, hereinafter
called the Board, and the Bremerton Federation of Teachers, Local' #336, here-
inafter called the Federation.

As it Is a basic principle that the Board and the teachers have a common
and sympathetic Interest In the progress of the school and of the pupils ; therefore,
a working agreement is necessary ,to maintain and Improve relationships-among
the Board, the teachers and the public. It is understood and agreed that this
agreement relates and applies to all certificated personnel except those employed
in an administrative and/or supervisory capacity and that the Bremerton Fed-
eration of Teachers is the sole bargaining agent for the aforementioned personnel
of this district concerning salary and workfing conditions covered in this contract.
This agreement in no way should be construed to remove the right of the indi-
vidual teacher to contact the superintendgnt or Board regarding personnel
problems. It is further understood that the Board, through the superintendent,
retains supervision over all employees.

Article VIPAgreement Not To Strike

The Federation herein agrees not to participate in nor to advocate a
strike aginst the State of Washington or any political subdivision of the
State of Washington. Nor Is the Federation an organization that advo-
cates the overthrow of the government of the United States or the iltate
of Washington or any political subdivision thereof by force.

Article VIIIAcceptance, Duration, and Renewal

Sze. 1. This Agreement takes effect on July 1, 1963, and remains in
effect until Jbne 30, 1964, It shall he renewed automatically for a period
of one yeas Unless changed as herein provided.

NormArticles selected oa the bads of pertinency: -
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other
2. Either party desiring changes in this contract must notify the

however, changes can be made at any time by mutual consent.

of the negotiating committee of the Federation and the superintendent,

other party in writing at least thirty (30) days prior to May 1 of any year;

and welfare of the teachers or pupils may be made by mutual consent

subject to the aliproval of the school board.

teachers, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to remove the

Sae. 3. Exceptions to this agreement necessary to the health, safety

Sac. 4. While the Teachers' Federation la the bargaining agent for the

APPENDIX 81

right of the individual teacher to contact the superintendent or the Boardto consider the problems of any individual or group.
Sec. 5. In case of a question arising under this agreement, a committeeof the Federation shall meet with the superintendent of schools and try toreach an agreement. In case of failure to reach a satisfactory under-

standing, the superintended and a committee of five Federation members
may bring the matter in question to the Board. The Board, after dueconsideration, will render the final decision.

Attest:

Secretary, Board of Directors,
Bremerton School District 100C,
?Morass County, Washington.

Dated this day of

For the Federation.

Chairman of the Board.
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Champaign, Ill.

SCHOOL BOARD RESOLUTION FOR MUTUAL
AGREEMENt

The Board of Education of the Community Unit School District No. 4, Cham-
paign County, Illinois, recognizes that teaching is a profession. It also recognizes
that the best interests of public education will be served by establishing proce
dures to provide an orderly method for the Board of Education and representa-
tives of the Champaign Education' Association to discuss matters of common
concern, to reach a mutually satisfactory agreement on these ,matters and to
appeal through professional and educational channels in the event of impasse..
Therefore, the Board of Education hereby adopts the procedures which follow.

I. Principles

A. ATTAINING OBJECTIVES

Attainment of objectives of the educational program of the district requires
mutual understanding, the cooperation among the Board of Education, the Super-
intendent, his staff, and the professional teaching personnel.

To this end, tree and open exchange of views is desirable and necessary, with
all parties participating in deliberations leading to the determination of matters
of mutual concern.

B. PROFESSIONAL TEACHING PERSONNEL

It is recognized that teaching is a profession requiring specialized and educa-
tional qualifications, and that the success of the educational program in the
district depends upon the maximum utilization of the abilities of teachers who
are reasonably well satisfied with the conditions under which their services are
rendered.

It is further recognized that teachers have the right to join, or not to join, any
organization for their professional or economdc improvement but that member-
ship in any organization shall not be required as a condition of employment.

C. TEACHER PARTICIPATION

The Board of Education, the Board and Superintendent, or designated repre-
sentatives of the Board and/or administrative staff will meet with the represent-
atives of the Champaign Edui'ation Association for the purpose of discussion and
reaching mutually satisfactory agreements on salary, welfare provisions, working
conditions, and other problems of mutual concern.
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/ H. Procedures
A. MEETINGS

-\tMeetings composed of members of the Champaign Education ssociation Wel-fare Committee, the Board of Education, and Superintendent sha be called uponthe written request of any one of the parties involved, namely : the Champaign
Education Association, the Board of EduclOon, and/or the Superintendent ofSchools. Request for meetings should contain a specific statement as to thereason of the request.

B. DIRECTING REQUESTS

Requests from the Champaign Education Association normally will be made di-rectly to the Superintendent or his representative. _Requests from the Superin-tendent or the Board of Education or their representatives will be made to thePresident of the Champaign Education Association. A mutually convenient meet-
ing date will be set within a reasonable period.

C. EXCHANGE OF FACTS, VIEWS

Facts, opinions, proposals and counterproposals will be exchanged freely dur-ing the meeting or meetings (and between meetings, if advisable) in an effortto reach mutual understanding and agreement.
The Champaign Education Association Welfare Committee, the Board of Edu-cation, and the Superintendent will act, as far as possible, as a committee of thewhole, studying the financial resources of the district, trends in salary schedules,trends in fringe benefits, and other matters.

D. REQUESTS FOR ASSISTANCE

The participants may call upon competent professional and/or lay representa-tives to consider the matter under discussion and to make suggestions.
All participants have the right to utilize the services of consultants in thedeliberations.

E. AGREEMENT

When the participants reach agreement, it will be reduced to writing and be-come a part of the official minutes of the Board of Education. When necessary,provisions in the agreement shall be reflected in the individual teachers' contracts.The agreement shall not discriminate against any member of the teaching staff,regardless of membership or non-membership in any teachers organization.

III. Appeal

A. TO THE BOARD OF EDUCATION

In the event that agreement is not reached, and members of the Board of Edu-cation have not participated directly in the deliberations, the teacherfsaociationrepresentatives and the Superintendent or his representative may present sepa-
rate reports stating their points of agreement and disagreement to the Board ofEducation. The procedure outline in II will then be followed in an effort to reach
understanding and agreement, with the full Boardor Board members selectedby the Boardparticipating in the deliberations.
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B. TO THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

In the event that agreement is not reached with the Board, either the Board or
teacher association representative may request the State Superintendent of Pub lic4
Instruction to appoint a competent Individual to seek to bring aboUt 'a mutually
acceptable settlement. The person chosen will have the authority to confer sepa-
rately or Jointly with the Superintendent of Schools, official representatives, or to
utilize any 'Dater source of information. He may make public any data or
recommendations that he may deem advisable.

C. TO A BOARD OF REVIEW

If the State Superintendent of Public Instruction fails to make.the appointment
within a specified time after receiving the request, or if the person appointed fails
to make a recommendation satisfactorY to all parties within a specified time after
his appointment, a Board of Review will he created in the following manner:

One member will be nominated bN the Board of Education or its designated
representatives, one member will he nominated by the teacher association repre-
sentatives, and a third member will be selected by the first two and will serve as
chairman.

If the first two members cannot agree on the third member, the State Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction will appoint a third member.

The Board of Review will have authority to hold hearings and to confer with
any parties deemed advillable in seeking to effect a settlement.

If an agreement is not reached within a specified time after geleetion of the
Board of Review, the Board of Review will prepare a public report with written
recommendations and shall submit it to the Board of Education, teacher asso-

. elation representatives, and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

IV. Strike Prohibitions

No member of the Champaign Education Association will, In an effort to effect
a settlement of a disagreement with the Board of Education, engage in strike.

V. /Costs

4IP Any costs and expenses which may be incurred in securing and utilizing the
services of any individual and/or Board of Review will be shared ec,ually by the
Board oibEducation and the Champaign Education Association.

I
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